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FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

journal.

I

ies

study

my horse, and my horse studam a coward, he is one ; if 1

the tree bore and the fame of the fruit
tilled the neighborhood, it being then
known as the "Pecker” apple.
Col.
Baldwin, a neighbor ot Peacon Samuel
Thompson, extended the fame of the apple by taking samples with him to the
Courts of Middlesex county, in about
I7s4.
It was known as the ‘‘Pecker”
apple by citizens of Woburn as late as
the year l-.iii.
[Correspondent Mass.

wagon drawn by a low-headed, ewepeeked. ring-honed mare, by jerks along
the road. 1 alw ay s pictured to myself the

Ploughman.

tentation, kept

liis

equipage

colt

ment

feature

t*•

lie

ronsniered.

i

have

i

Why. then, are you opposed to the
calling for an in\estimation of
the alleged Danville and Copiah County
outrages
A. -Because it pains us to see the
bloody shirt waved.
Wherein consists the waving of
ij
the bloody shirt!
A. -Any criticism upon the metliods
of Democracy in any of the Southern
States is a waving of the bloody shirt.
ty Is this so even if the criticism is
founded upon perfectly trustworthy evidence in regard to the nature of those
methods in Danville and Copiah county .'
■

A.

and examine into the merits of this wonderful discovery
re-ulting in hundreds ot our best Physicianusing it in their practice. Trial Bottles free
at R. H. Mo idy’s Drug More. Regular Size $1.00.
A

dermatologist -ays baldness is catchYe-, gentlemen with bald pates complain that

i.crmati

ing.
they catch it from all quarters.

11 y.hi are a frequenter <>r a resilient of a miasmatic district, barricade your system against the
M-«Mirgo ot all new countries—ague, billimis and intermittent lever:—by the use of H q» Bitters.
Li hi Mi ion, Mich., Fei*. 2. Isnj.
1 have sold Hop Bitters for four years and there
is no medicine that surpasses them for billious attacks, kidney complaints ami many diseases inei
dent to this malarial climate.
II. T. ALEXANDER.
\ medical journal speaks of “humor in the atomacu.’ We suppose the patient had eaten some buns.
«>r, some artijokes, 111:13 be.

Brighton

Cattle

Market.

Tl kn.ua v, Feb. 5.
Amount of stock at market
Cattle, "NT, sheep
and lambs, 564fat swine, 14,666.
Prices ot beef cattle & ion tb live weight, extra
quality, $<’ 75 g 7 50; tirst, #6 12*ag6 62.1, ; second.
i > »;•: 'a §6 no- third, $4 5og5 fto; poorest grades
ot
oaroe oxen, bulls, etc.,
12iag4 M73a.
Brighton Hides, 7g7lac ^ it., Brighton Tallow,
••
W !b; Country Hides, light ones, 6§61a<* W tb,
lica y, 6*a gTc tr lb;Country '1 allow, 4g5c # tb; Call
skins, lie V ib; Sheep and Lamb .'skins, 85cg$l 5o
each.
The supply of Cattle brought in from the West
the past week lias been ligtit and trie larger portion
of the best Beeves were intended for the export
trade. Cattle cost higher at the West, and those of
an extra quality cannot lx? afforded to be sold at
prices ai$ed for them by drovers to put upon the
Boston markets for sale, many of them costing,
landed at the yards,7Se ¥ lb, live weight,and some
at still higher prices.
Sheep and Lambs—Nearly all were owned by
butchers and taken direct to the slaughter bouses
from the ears. Prices for Western Sheep and Lambs
ruled higher this week, Sheep costing 5 V, 3 7c, Lambs
TfiNc & tb, live weight, landed at the yards. A few
hundred head were intended for the export trade.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs were costing butchers
this week from 6^ gT1*' ¥ tt>, live weight, ail owned
by butchers during the past week.
.■

“Hut you know, pa,” said the farmer's
daughter, when he spoke to her about
the addresses of a neighbor's son, “you
know, pa, that rna wauls me to marry a
man of culture.”
“So do I, my dear, so do I: and there
is uo bfctter culture than agriculture.”
“There is nothing true but heaven” is only
the creation of a dreamy writer, while the facts
bear us out in our claims of what .Jadwin's Tar
Syrup will do. It cures Coughs. Colds, etc.,
effectually. A box of Jadwin's (jui Vive Hills
goes with" every *1 bottle, hold by Hoor & Son,
Belfast.

prices obtained, those weighing between
and two pounds being the more sal-

one

able at first, but later in the season the
weights should he in the neighborhood of
two pounds, and larger still as the season further advances.
As high as eighty
cents per pound is sometimes obtained
tor prune early spring broilers, and from
forty to fifty cents is not an unusual price
for them when brought to market early,
even when not of the best quality.
The
best breeds for producing market chicks

»

What, then, is the whole duty of
Republicans, especially colored Republicans, in Danville, Copiah county, and in
other portions of the South possessing
similar political advantages?
A.
It is their duty as patriotic citizens
to abstain from voting the Republican

..

In raising fowls for market, liberal
fee hug is the first requisite, and confinement does no injury, provided the yards
and quarters are kept clean.
The earlier the chicks come in, the higher are the

Of course.

ty

■

Selecting Fowls for Eggs and for MarKet.

a legitimate argument to
employ against
your opponents in a political campaign !
v
not.
Certainly
And does the same remark tipply to
t1
the bludgeon, the self-cocking pistol and
the torch ?
A.
It obviously does.

<y

..

Discovery.
Physicians are often startled by remarkable disl'ae ta d that Hr. King’s New Discovery
coveries
!■ a
onsmnption and all Throat and Lung diseases
i- daily curing patients that they have given up to
die,
startling tnem t«» realize their sense of duty,

Catechism.

resolutions

*■

Mart ling

Democratic

A

...

A

stone or

ty- Is it wrong in the abstract—to
I interfere with the freedom of elections ?
A. -Yes, it is wrong,
Is it wrong—in the abstract -to
ty
intimidate or s-ek to intimidate the nietnj hers of any political party, white men or
black men, whose only crime is that they
to vote as they choose f
l purpose
A.
Yes, it is wrong.
<y Is the shot-gun—in the alistract—

«

“No more personal reflections!" exclaimed the
iiior-iu-chief, a.- lie threw a cracked looking-glass
out of tin' otlice window.

permitdng the
wooden, concrete,

loo.

1

\ i.oon 1 n vksI'Mfn r.
One of our prominent
ou-inc-s men -aid to us the other day
“In the
wit'*
al.
run
and could m»t eat
down
got
spring my
any thing passing your .-tore 1 saw a pile of Hood's
*.u-aparilia in the window, and I got a bottle. After
she had taken it a week .-he had a rousing appetite,
and did her everything, she took three bottles,
and it wa- the best three dollars 1 ever invested. <
1. ii *'i A Lo., Lovvell, Mass.

a

“No smoking” ought to be posted in
every barn, writes a friend of the Rural
and Stockman.
There is not much difference in having a horse thief around
the barn and a man cleaning otf horses
with a pipe or cigar in his mouth : and
there is no hired man much meaner than
the one who when his employer comes
around slips Ins pipe into his pocket or
holds his hand over it. All such fellows
should be paid otf and started otf. Lightning, incendiaries, and spontaneous combustions combined do not cause so many
barns to be burned as tile pipes, and
generally at least one good horse goes

Maine.

leisure to visit several lartners and compare notes with them on raising cattle,
sheep, and horses. The item of feed for
stock in New laigiand i- the most prom-

on

other hard lloor any time
before attaining about eighteen months'
Previous to this, they should be
age.
kept mi pasture of a dry soil during the
summer, and if stabled in the winter,
the lloor should lie dry, loose earth. If
the soil here is clayey, then it ought to
be covered several inches deep w ith sand,
tan-bark, sawdust, or straw, or coarse
hay. the two latter being cut up short in
the straw cutter.
If this is not done, the
straw or bay gets piled up in heaps on
some parts of the floor and in others it is
left bare, rendering it so uneven as to be
uncomfortable and dangerous for the
colts to stand on. If suffered to run out
in a yard with open sheds, the soil should
no loose and dry. and free from stones or
coarse gravel.
Thus treated colts are
pretty certain to grow up with wellshaped, sound, tough hoofs, pasterns,
ankles and legs.
[Phil. Weekly Press.

1 have recently returned from .Maine.
I was in the State, tmt for the express
purpose of gathering facts relative to
agriculture, although I never puss an

opportunity n gain all the information
possible on that absorbing subject. A
professional engagement kept me occupied most of the lime, i ut I had enough

stand

to

brick,

and drove well the horse which he hail
selected well. I'pon the box of a market
wagon, drawn by a wei; matched, even
working pan of solid bays, i always
found seated a contented and thriving
fartnet The minister ot my native town,
a
large hearted, kindly sympathizing
pastor, and a sensible preacher of the
• dispel of Christ,
always drove an elegant horse, and drove him well: so that
in his two-wheeled chaise at least, or
mounted erect in the saddle, the [ ophrespected him, and did not forget their
And
respect w hen he had dismounted
never shall I forget the chagrin and dismay. and “dismal doubts." which tilled
my mind as I found myself and my beloved Jerusha. now my wife, seated in
her father's chaise, behind her father's
area nt steed (both
borrowed by me for
the occasion), and subjected to the sly
jibes of the smart young people who drove
their smart equipages on that memorable drive to the seaside, i pitied .lerttslnt and Jerusha pitied me. But, fortunately for us both, that horse was the only fault site or her family had. Hr.
Boring, in the “I'erfcet Horse."
“Ensilage" In

Colts'.

on

I’liis often comes from

order,

in

Bone

Kmg

establishment from which that venerable
pair came out. When I saw the village
doctor jogging about with rusty harness,
and dilapidated vehicle, and melancholy
horse, 1 drew my own inference, and instituted a comparison at once be ween
this man and his rival, who without os-

!

ticket.
ty Explain this point more fully.
A.
Not to abstain from voting the
Republican ticket in the places named
offends the Democratic voters; to offend
the Democratic voters is to provoke
them to murder Republican voters; to
murder Republican voters, is—possibly—
to prompt surviving Republicans South
and North, who love f. ir play and hate
injustice, to protest; and to protest is to
wave the bloody shirt,
ty Does murdering men for their political opinions constitute a waving of the
bloody shirt ?
A.
Dh no.
ty Does protesting against such murder constitute such a waving ?
A.

Oh yes.

When will the bloody shirt he permanently retired from circulation ?
A. .Inst as soon as all Republicans in
sensitive sections of the South renounce
allegiance in their party and consent to
take their politics straight from the local
Bourbons. [N. 1'. Tribune.
•y

What

Surprises

To find

the

Traveler In Florida.

(notwithstanding

all you have read
concerning Florida Winters) the January sun
so warm

at

midday.

To find (in view of all

In* has read)

so

few-

cultivated-blossoms thriving in the sun’s
Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes, wild or
and so little fragrance in them.
and Langshans.
The last named pos- rays,
That the duration of twilight is so brief.
sess the quality of fineness of grain in the
To find how little covering you require on
flesh, but have dark legs. This fault is your bed upon retiring, and to find how much
however compensated for by quickness covering you wish you had when you wake up
toward morning.
ot growth, and the pullets that may be
To note how little soil there is, and how
kept over for laying have been known to many empty tin cans there are above tin* sand.
To see orange trees, with rich green leaves
begin neatly as soup as the Leghorns,
the

are

which

is

a

very

desirable characteristic

ami loaded with yellow fruit growing out of
tin*
sand.

gray
large breed, for the Langshans are
To come across gardens in which plants and
nearly as large as the Brahmas. The vegetables are growing in great variety and luxWyandottes are vety plump and com- uriously in this same sand.
To
that your water-tight top noots
pact in body, anti the chicks have a leak discover
sand, and to be told that evervbodv’s boots
round, attractive appearance. Where and shoes
contain more or less sand.
the cocks are changed every year, and it
To he forced to the conclusion that wherever
is desired to combine egg production, there is sand there are red ants also.
hear tIn* voice of the nocturnal mosquito
a
good be- it* lo
weight, and quick growth,
Midwinter.
ginning may be made tty using Cochin
To see how yellow' most of the native and acor Brahma hens with a Plymouth Rock
climated residents are.
To discover, before long, that you are turncock, followed the next season with a
m

a

cock of the Houdan breed. The third
year a Langsban may be substituted,
and then a Wyandotte. Entirely new
blood from different breeds will thus be
introduced annually, invigorating the
flock and improving it in all respects,
hut only pure-bred males should be used.
A dash of Brahma blood, now and then
keeps up the size, but too frequent use
of Brahma cocks conduces to legginess
of tire growing chicks, though the adults
may he compact. The crossing with a
Plymouth Rock cock every alternate
season would not do harm ; for heavy
weight of chicks smaller breeds should
be avoided, as they transmit their qual
ities to their offspring very strongly.
Those who breed chicks for market
would do well to make use only of the
special breeds for the purpose, as very
often the profit expected may depend
entirely upon such judicious management of the flock.
First select well, and
then feed well.
[American Agriculturist
for February.
When nine out of ten persons during the seahave not escaped a cold of some kind, is it
to Is? wondered that ten persons die every hour
during the twenty-four, with consumption?
Prevent this great mortality at once by taking
Jadwin's Tar Syrup. Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co.. Belfast.
son

ing yellow yourself.

To find the sidewalks shaded bv orange trees

weight ed down by tempting golden fruit.

To discover that this golden fruit is wild orange, and very sour.
To come face to face in the shady wilderness
with a pack of gaunt, bony, shaggy beasts of
almost every color and resembling nothing you
have ever seen before.
To be informed afterwards that they were
Mr. Julius Lemon’s shoats.
Te be assured that Mr. Lemon and his family contemplate eating them ultimately. [Florida Letter to the New York Sun.
A

Legal Anecdote.

anecdote to which Judge George Thacher
of Biddeford, a former distinguished member
of the York bar, was a party, is told by an old
lawyer. He was managing a cause against the
attorney-general, in which the counsel were
considerably excited. The attorney-general
said to Mr. Thacher: “Y'ou are no gentlemen.”
Thacher rose and said: “Well, now, I admit,
Mr. Attorney, that 1 am no gentleman,—I am
no gentleman.”
The venerable Judge Strong,
who was holdiug the court, interrupted, and in
his peculiar arch manner, said: “Well, gentlemen, I think you need not go to the jury about
that.”
An

Open your eyes and not your mouth when
making up your mind wdiat kind of cough medicine you are going to take if you don’t w’ish to
make opium eaters of your wives and children.
Stop pouring down all kinds of cough remedies,
and use Jadwin’s Fine Tar Syrup. Sold by all

dealers in medicine.

Best.

The streams, that seem to hasten down,
Return in clouds, the bills to crown :
The plant arises from her root.
To lock aloft her flower and fruit.
I cannot in the valley stay :
The great horizons stretch away!
The very cliff's that wall me round
Are ladders unto higher ground.

of the

ways imagined I could read in the eon
duet of the horse a certain measure of
the character of the owner, as you can
see the man in the empty hat which sits
upon the table, you cannot tell why.
When 1 was a hoy. 1 used to estimate
the condition of my neighbors by the
looks and conduct of their horses. When
I saw a venerable pail seated in a rickety

to

LUCY LA ROOM.

Still must I climb, if I would rest:
The bird soars upward to bis nest:
The vouug leaf on the tree top high,
Cradles itself within the sky.

family dependent on
obliged to assume care

her, Samuel was
family and was taxed to the utmost to perform the duties devolving upis a eat the w orld over, let the mistress on him. He early gave his attention to
be what she may. A dog is a dog, in surveying, and in the year 1700, after
season and out of season, whether he folserving in the French and Indian war,
lows beggar or prince. A sheep is a he was surveying in Butters’ Bow, at
sheep, and no circumstances can modify Wilmington, Mass. While there he no
A cow is a cow, no ticed some excellent fruit on an old apple
its sheepishness.
matter where the pasture, or who the
tree, inhabited by a family of woodpeckmilkmaid, -the same senseless, broad- ers. He gathered specimens of the fruit,
faced “panicky" beast, the same indo- ami finding it very palatable, took some
lent machine, the same placid lump of Imme, where they were much liked. He
awkwardness, the same matter-of-fact secured scions and set them, giv ing some
agricultural fixture, lienee I have al- to his brother Abijah. In a few years

Climb

by

widow and a young

lazy, he is lazy : il I am impatient, he
is impetuous : if I am lost in thought, how
dreamily he pursues his way ! But a cat
am

beenenthusiastic tor the past three years
over the introiluetion of ensilage, prepared food for stuck, especially for cattle
and sheep.
I day 1 would as -mm think
of leaving the : dlrnad train and adopting the slow, rumbling stage coach, cany
the mails and despatches on horse hack,
cross the Atlantic m a lull rigged sailing
vessel, make boots and shoes, cotton and
woolen fabrics without machinery, print
RoilieS
I S DFl'FN -KN f OUIH-.lt ODL> FKI.L<>WS.
by a hand press, and adopt all methods
Fellows Hall, corner Main un i High
aie.-t at <»•
employed a half century ago, as to think
street.-*
o| ieeding slock in .Maine without a silo,
!'• nol.-eot Knc.inipment, V- 2b. Regular meeting- on toe 1,-t ami 3d Tuc-ia.v evenings in each
well stored with succulent corn ensilage.
month.
My experience has been most satisfacto\V.sMo Lodge, No ,2
Regi ar meeting every
Friday evening.
ry and gratifying. I can hut corroborate
meet
1c
ol
K
Aurora Degree Lodge
Regular
the opinion ot every one that has given
ng- on liie 21 and 4tn luesdny evening.-of each
the subject a practical test.
My enthu.• »ci> 1 KMt i. tits
Belfast Lodge, No. 3u. Regusiasm has been
intensified by recently
lar imriiiio'.Mommy evening al tin Lniver
visiting the silo of lion. F. I!. Hayes, at
-aii-t church vestry.
Kk; oum < i.rtc* Puh’ic meeting each Sunday
Lexington. No more spacious and subI'lcinoon at 3.4.3 t Hie l aiversalisl church vestry.
stantial structure is to he found in this
W
I
]
Bu-iue~ meeting every Saturday
c
afternoon at tin l nitanan church parlor.
or any country, for the perfect preserva.Irv I.M1.K-. At the I'niversalist church vestry
tion of ensiiage. It is constructed wholly
c\
Saturday at 2 p. in.
of solid masonry, and has a capacity of
R.
u
11 Mar-i al. Po.-t,
A. R.f NA
1
l.
Rhg ,;:r meeting* l*t and 3d W ednesday ev<*
some three hundred tons.
Mr. Hayes
over the
ring "l eaci, ui• •;.i^
Angler store, High
tried the experiment of ensilaging dry
street.
n
.-• a-i le cira g*
ii 1!
2t3. Regular meeti
corn fodder, which prov ed very successever
sjuurda
evening over F. B. Knowlton’s
ful. It was consumed without waste. 1
sKiv. High street.
am not a believer in the theory advanced
L-iiii: »..irange. N.,. iT *. meet- every staturday
v «■! .i g
: a bn: idt ng on the Lincoln vide road near
by some, that it makes no difference
<
apt. «lilnert Hart’s.
whether the silo is air tight or otherwise,
V\ C
N1 I!.. N*). .1),.. AMERICAN LEoIoN
B.vi \
o.iii-oi.'- ,;ij,-e. Iluy•I 11
al if" 1\.
Me
they affirming that the material is about
•;■
Liock. on the 1st and >d Mondays ol each
as good when exposed to the atmosphere.
month.
No. 2.'i, ltoVAI. Alt*'AN CM.
I', 1.1.1 \-i
,N. II
It would be as well adapting that princiMe* i- at Ki gore'.- otli'-e, Masonic Temple, on the
ple to the canning of fruits, meats and
and 4th Thursday evenings of each month.
vegetables to have air passages in the
HKI.F.vSr i‘< >s 1 oJFFK'K.
i»
an
cans, as to have them hermetically sealed
after N<»v. Ituh, the western mail will arrive daily, Belfast lime, at 11.10 a. m., and 7.;"*U p.
For the human family the idea is preci i-cs ii.47i a. in., and 3 20 p. tu.
posterous. it is economy and good,
B
rai.:
time western mail arrive-at In.4** a.
n
2'» p. m
sound judgment to feed domestic aniand
Leaves 0-30 a. in. andli.nb p. m.
mals on good, wholesome food. If tainted with decomposed substances, it should
Mr. i
arpciiter, 4Kb Fourth avenue, New
be rejected by every intelligent and
<rk. alter running a gauntlet of eijjrhr years’
humane person having the care of stock.
.leiiina' -tn. :i-cd M. •|aeohs «til,the great pain
iTdicvi r, !»} which he was entirely cured and
[11. L. Whitney in Mass. Ploughman.
has had no return of in- complaint.
Well,

I

Thompson, of Woburn,
who was born in 17:11, was fitted for 1 larvae* 1 College, but his father dying when
he was eighteen years of age. leaving a

Horse.
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Mr. Gladstone hate- to wear new clothes.
why doesn't lie edit a pa* er, then

Apple.

1 k'aeon Samuel

If I

me.

Baldwin

the

Please tiud account of the origin of the
Baldwin apple, enclosed, which iscorrect:

TK»»r this department brief suggestions, facts
alul experiences are solieited from housekeepAddress Agriers, farmers and gardeners.
cultural editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]
Tne

of

To work—to rest— for each a time;
I toil, hut I must also climb.
What soul was ever quite at ease
Shut in by earthly boundu: ies'r
1 am not glad till I have known
Life that can lift me from my own;
A loftier level must be won,
A mightier strength to lean upon.
And heaven draws near as I ascend:
Tin' breeze invites, the stars befriend.
All tilings are beckoning to the Rest;
1 climb to Thee, my God, for rest!
[Cottage Hearth.
Hambies

About

Europe.

DESCRIPTION OK
TRAVELS IN UEHMANY.
Slums AND IMPRESSIONS HI ITS PEOPLE.
I
Nil
KltSITY.
11EI1II.EllERU'S

[Prof.

L. c. Bateman in Klmira Sunday Tele-

gram.]
it is well known, is tile
seat of the greatest university of learning
in the world ; and is .justly celebrated loithe many noted scholars who have adorned its professional chairs.
There are
about 1,000 students in its various classes, w ho are collected from all quarters of
the globe.
These young men are for the

Ileidleberg,

as

part good looking, stalwart fellows,
and give one the impression that they
take life easily, although not peacefully,
as many of them hear marks in the shape
of ugly sears about their faces indicative
most

of tile existence of a great deal of quarrelling among them, combined with laxer notions of discipline than would be tolerated by American academic authorities. The students are divided into five
different corps, distinguished by the color
of their caps and by badges : and between
these different corps there exists a strong
feeling of jealousy, which is continually
leading them into
TROUBLE

AND

DUELS.

through and

under

ruined archway in-

legends which connect it with the bloody
past. Nightly visions of lights flitting
from room to room, the clanking of iron
wild shrieks and dying moans,
upon your view. Lying at your feet is chains,
the spirit forms of lordly chieftains and
the beautiful valley through which rushbeautiful maidens holding the bivouac of
es the rolling waters of the Neckar, while
the dead—these, and many other equally
crowning a mountain peak beyond are incredible
stories, are told you witu
the ruins of a feudal convent. As far up
the valley as your eye can reach stretch- every appearance of sincerity and truth.
There is something absolutely fascinating
es the mountain-curtain of the Odenwald ;
and still farther in the distance can be about these wild, supernatural stories,
and you never tire of listening to them as
seen the blue peaks of the Alsatian hills.
fall from the lips of the simpleI'nderneath the castle walls are many ob- they
hearted peasants. Close by is the imjects of great interest. Here can be seen
penetrable forest where legend says that
vaults, dungeons, and subterranean pas- the
“wild hunter” and his companions
sages which can only be compared to
rove about on milk-white steeds just bethose which underlie the palace of the
fore war is about to
('.Tsars. For what purpose they were inliKKAK OUT IX THE I.AXI).
tended we can only now conjecture, but
it is enough to make you shiver as you
It is a dark and gloomy woods, and
creep along their slimy, dripping walls. accessible only to those who do not fear
In one of these cellars is the famous fatigue. This famous forest lies on the
“Great Tun" of Heidleberg. This is an slope of a hill, over which huge blocks of
enormous cask composed of staves of oak,
granite are scattered one on another in
and only holds the modest amount of 50,- chaotic wildness like the waves of a
(MK)gallons. It was built in 1751, by one of stormy sea. One collossal pillar of stone
tile Electors of Bavaria, and was intend- is thirty-four feet long, and lying in its
ed as a receptacle for punch on the oc- forgotten grave, without a history, or
casion of a royal spree.
Three times even a legend, it impresses you with suronly has it been tilled, and then it nearly prise and awe at its ponderous greatness.
bankrupted the unlucky monarch who The question of its origin still remains
The Elector Charles unsolved ; but the spot and its surroundgave the banquet.
Theodore contended for this honor in ings are such as we would naturally sup1701, and it is said that his whole court pose would attract the attention of the
danced on the
old Druids, and probably they were busy
in preparing of their large temples at the
HEAD OF THE CASK
time they were surprised by the armies
during the progress oi the royal jam- of Julius
Ciesar. You will find among
boree. After examining the feudal relic
the solemn shadows of the woods the
with great interest, t suggested to the
projecting blocks of granite so arranged
keeper that if lie would obtain permis- as
to form an immense circle,
in the
sion from the proper authorities, 1 would
center of which stands an enormous ruin
and
own
at
immediately,
expense, which
tny
probably constituted the altar.
have it tilled with the great American
(.)n the stones are rude carvings in the
drink, gin-sling: that we would then in- manner of a
dental, as it for a frieze or
vite every Dutchman within a radius of
cornice. The whole ruin is an object
four miles and have a grand pow-wow
which strikes you with reverence and
in fact, we would just make Rome howl!
and brings strongly to your
The man evidently mistook me for an es- wonder,
mind the gloomy superstitions of the
lunatic
:
for
muttering
something
caped
before the Romans had
between his clenched teeth about lager Odenwald, long
German soil the seed
planted
upon
tor
he
immedihim,
being good enough
which in after ages
into agately ordered me to leave the room! i icubure and the arts. developed
Thus it is that innocence and generosity
a

NUMBER 7.

to the great court-yard beyond, where a
*
GLORIOUS SCENE BURSTS

must be ever snubbed.
Within the walls
of the castle can still be seen the crumbling remains of an English palace that
was built to please the fancy of the Princess Elizabeth Stuart.
Readers who are
familiar with the life of Charles V, will
remember that it was this high-spirited
and ambitions lady who, when her husband hesitated to become king of Bohemia, told him she would rather eat

The extent to which this barbarous
practice of dueling is carried among the
students is astonishing ; and I was told
that it was encouraged by the college
authorities and the government, on the
ground that it increases a warlike and
martial spirit among tile young nteu, that
DRV BREAD AT THE TABLE
is so necessary for the people of a miliof
a
than to feast at the board of an
!
nation
A
king
short
front
the
distance
tary
university buildings is the bridge which elector. The lady’s wish w as fully gratified, for, in possession of the crown, she
crosses the Neckar, and leads to the inelosure of the dueling ground, to which was obliged to pass through all thy vicisstrangers are rarely admitted. In these situdes of fortune which usually fell to
“affairs of honor” the combatants have the lot of the petty monarchs of the
their surgeons, seconds, etc., ami seldom fifteenth century. Near one of the main
quit the ground until one or tin: other of entrances of the castle are four granite
them receives a gash in the face, which columns, grey with age, which were
generally terminates the encounter. given by the pope to the great emperor
Through the courtesy of a student whose of Aix-la-Chapelle. 'They were quarried
acquaintance I had binned, I was invited near the city of Ravenna in the early
part ol the eighth century, and were
to witness one of these duels during my
stay in Ileidleberg. One of the combat- transported by Charlemagne to the
banks of the Rhine. After witnessing
ants was a stalwart young fellow, wearing tlie green eolnr, which is the distin- the fall of the palace ol that monarch,
guishing mark of the students from West- they were again carried to the borders of
phalia ; the other one was decorated in the Neckar, where they now watch the
white, which showed that, lie was a Prus- decay of the palace of the I’alestines at
sian. As there is a great deal of had Heidleberg. In their habits and customs,
feeling and enmity between these colors, the people of Heidleberg do not vary
it was known that the encounter would much from other parts of Germany. The
influence of the great university undoubtlie both
edly has a tendency to give more dignity
DETERMINED AND BLOODY.
to their bearing, and refinement to their
The men were so swathed, and banmanners, than in places where such
daged. and padded out, as to present the scholastic surroundings do not prevail.
of
mummies.
(Tossappearance
Egyptian
English is spoken by nearly all the highing the room from different directions, er classes, thus making it more pleasant
they paused for a single moment to ex- for an American than most any other city
change the courtesies usual on such oc- of equal interest in Europe. The extent
casions, and then their blades Hashed to which
through the air. They were both expert
ItEEK-IUMvia.Mi IS e.vHuiKO,
swordsmen, and for some time victory
seemed to hang in the balance. At last however, is something prodigious. Harthe superior quickness of the Prussian dens where this beverage is dispensed
decided the contest, for with a lightning abound on every hand, and are always
like blow he struck down his opponent's thronged with students, college profesguard, and then by a slight turn of the sors, merchants, and people in every
wrist nearly severed his nose from his walk of life
Every one seems to be
face. Immediately the surgeons were on good natured and peaceable, for it is
hand to patch up the disfigured member quite impossible to get enough lager beer
into a Dutchman to make him vicious.
as well as medical science would permit.
During the operation, I noticed some of Neither do you ever see one of them
the students were holding a consultation drunk, as we understand the term, for
in another part of the room.
A moment the Hermans seem to be constructed on
later one of them crossed over to where I the principle of a churn—the fuller they
get the tinner they stand. On the whole,
was standing and politely handed me a
glittering rapier with the request that 1 however, they have so many genial
should try my skill with any person in traits of character, and are so frank in
the room that I might select.
I told him their dealings with strangers that we are
that I was a newspaper writer and that inclined to forgive their beer-guzzling
in my country all of my profession were propensities and wish that the people of
practical duelists, and, in encounters of all countries were as pleasant to mingle
among as the stolid Hermans on the
this kind, rarely let up until they had
banks of the Rhine and Neckar. In the
Sl.A l'<UTTERED THEIR OPPONENT.
valley of Ileidleberg and the adjacent
While 1 should lie most happy to gratify districts are
many delightful walks and
his desire, I feared that in the excite- excursions.
Not least among them is the
ment of the moment I should cleave him
pleasant town of Wolfsbrunn, situated
in twain under the impression that he about three miles from the castle hill in
was a rival writer who had called me a
A LOVEIA' LITTLE VALLEY.
liar, thief, and the murderer of my grandThe road lies along the hanks of the
mother.
lie assured me that such
chances as he would he obliged to take river where undulating and richly woodin lighting me were incident to the life of ed hills rise on every side to give an additional charm and beauty to the scene.
a Heidleberg duelist, and his honor, and
college standing, would not permit him This town received its ominous name
to withdraw from the contest of the kind from a tradition which tells us that it
simply because his life was in imminent was the spot where the prophetess, Jetta,
peril. At last we arrived at a compro- was slain by a wolf Poor wolf! I shall
never cease to lament its unhappy fate.
mise by acknowledging that I was feeling
very sickly that afternoon, and also had If the conscience of that prophetess was
as tough as those of a similar profession
serious conscientious scruples about light
ing a duel at that hour of the day. of the present day, it is evident th t the
Promising him that I would send an aid wolfs digestion must have been seriously
around to arrange a duel which should impaired. W'hat a great pity that some
lie fought at midnight, I bowed myself of its descendants could not have survivout, well pleased to think that 1 could es- ed to dispose of our modern weather
This is only another link in
cape without having the man's blood on prophets.
the chain of evidence that the inhabitmy bauds.
The principal object of historical in- ants of the middle ages enjoyed many
terest in Heidleberg is, of course, the cas- advantages and blessings that are denied
us of the present t me.
The village of
tle. It is a stupendous pile, the
w oitsorunn, ana immediate vicinity, is
LARGEST IN GERMANY,
a charming place tc spend an idle hour.
and if we except the Moorish Alhambra The architecture is
quaint and medieval,
in Spain, the finest ruined castle in the while the
style of its people is simplicity
world.
This extraordinary structure, itself. There is a
special gastronomic
reared by many hands in the course of interest attached to the
place, as being
many centuries, is a most wonderful the oldest tish breeding establishment in
mingling'of palace and fortress. Its open Europe
Whoever desires it can enjoy
and desolate chambers and arches on trout which live minutes before
being
every side show that the mailed hand of served up were swimming in their native
time and war have defaced and overponds. The knowledge that your
thrown that which the cunning hand of
FOOD IS PERFECTLY FRESII,
art was engaged for six centuries in raising and adorning. Rising high on the thus renders it doubly grateful to the
summit of a precipitous ledge directly in
Directly in front of the house
the rear, or rather at one end of the city, palate.
where the trout are cooked lie the ponds
it must have been well nigh impregnable where
These little
they are raised.
The battleduring the middle, ages.
lakes tire over-shadowed on every side
ments and ledge in front must rise to a
by the branches of huge trees, around
height of .‘{00 feet, while in the rear it which seats are placed where visitors
off
forest
into
a
beautiful
gradually slopes
can sit and enjoy the delicious view.
once filled with fountains and adorned
Affixed to a tree in front of the principal
with the noblest works of art. The walls hotel I noticed this
peculiar announceof the terraces are now covered with a
ment.
“At the innkeeping is to have
thick foliage of ivy and brambles, while
the traditions by the Wolfsbruun.” There
from their summit you can easily throw a is an
ambiguity about this advertisestone upon the
ment that is worthy of a Roman oracle,
ROOFS OF TIIE TOWN,
or an American statesman when discussso close do
they lie beneath. One of the ing the tariff question. I shall always
first things you will notice is the diversi- admire the genius of the man from whose
fied architecture of the castle itself. alleged brain it was evolved; for to have
I Gothic arches, Byzantine domes, Moorish originated that sentence must have repillars and Renaissance sculptures are all quired an intellectual struggle equally as
commingled in the most weird and fan- great as that of Moses writing his own
In niches on the wall obituary. Another very interesting extastic shapes.
stand rows of knights in full armor, now cursion is to Neekarstein, about eight
broken and dismembered, but once rep- miles from Heidleberg, and reached by
resenting the chieftains of feudal chival- steamer which runs daily during the
ry, as well as the heroes of Jewish his- greater portion of the year. There are
You enter the
tory and classic fable.
FOUR OLD RUINED CASTLES
moss-grown, desolate chambers and on
on
the
and
immediate hills which surround
side
are
medallions
sculptures
every
of family arms, while side by side can be the town, looking like greedy vultures
which for nine centuries have gazed on
seen the golden fleece, the eagle of the
Ca-sars and the escutcheons of Bavaria. the swift-rolling Xeckar as it encircles
Over the windows and doorways are their mountain home with its turbid
sculptures and moldings of the most ex- waves. One of these castles was the
quisite workmanship, and the eye is fair- former stronghold of the old feudal
ly bewildered by the profusion of ro- family of Steinaeb, who at one time were
settes, fan-like (lutings, carvings of fruit, all powerful and the scourge of this whole
foliage, flowers, and figures of animals. region. It is a grand and gloomy pile,
In the rear of the castle are older palaces overgrown with moss and ivy, and standand towers, forming a vast irregular ing upon a projecting cliff seems to be
quadrangle, while the “giant’s tower” fairly clinging to the mountain side.
still guards the drawbridge over the moat For six centuries have the people of the
which once gave security to Otlio Henry, village beneath looked upon its crumbCount Palatine of the Rhine. From the ling walls, while recounting to wondergardens behind the castle you pass ing listeners the dark deeds and mythical

Cat

TaDs.

THE COXqUEKEIl CAT.
Uir cat's name is Tige.
It is short for
Tigridia. I It- is spotted and marked like
<

the elegant Tigridia blossom.
\Vo used to call him Nimrod, he was
such a “mighty hunter.’ The neighbors
used to borrow him when their ratification meetings grew so no.sy as to need a
moderator.
Sometimes, Maria would
come over from Mrs. F.ms’s, and ring the
bell and say, “Is Tige at home ? There’s
mice.”
And Mrs. Aiteli would say, “Can Tige
spend the night with us? We’ve rats.”
And, the next day, they would say,
“Much obliged,—he’s cleared them all
out.”
Rut Tige is a changed and humbled
cat; he is a conquered cat, and conquered by—a pair of old robins.
They began a nest in the apple-tree in
our back-yard.
Tige smiled ; for Tige,
in his way, is very fond of birds, espelie let
cially at his breakfast-time,
them get their nest well under way, and
then he went for them. He crept up to
the tree, lay across the nest, and waited.
The robins came, and our hitherto invincible Tige found his Waterloo.
They pecked his eyes, they pecked his
nose, they pecked the top of his elegant
head. < tut of the tree he scrambled and
fell, and they swooped down upon him,
and with their claws they pulled out
great bunches of the handsome fur of his
handsome back, lit ran for the house,
ana they lolloweu Imn to tiie very threshold. Then they tilled the air with their
angry opinions.
They scolded, defied,
and threatened; and Tige gave in.
Now, those robhins hop close to our
back door, and look saucily into our back
windows.
I hey are feeding their fledglings now. Tige sees the dainty morsels
of their long tender necks, and walks
away, lie has given up the back-yard
to them ; while he goes in and out the
front way, and lies in the parlor on his
scarlet damask cushion,—a Comiuered
Cat ! [Boston Times.
POOR

l't'SSY.

A little girl who lives near the Congregationalist meeting-house, has experienced her first serious grief in the

death of a beautiful cat, which was not
only her treasured pet, companion and
follower, but the admiration of the whole
neighborhood, where his graceful presence had become familiar.
Tom was marked by a beauty, docility
and intelligence unusual to his race. It
is true that he occasionally absented
himself from home, but he was never
caught perched upon back yard fences
and making night hideous with disreputable company. In the feline nocturnal
choruses and caterwaulings of the neighborhood his voice was never detected.
Oil the contrary, the evenings found
him either seeking admittance to the
bed-room id' the children, or purring
cosily at the feet of his sleeping mistress.
When not exploring the hedges anil
fences for mice or feathered game, which
was his industrious daily habit, he might
be seen following his mistress on her excursions for w ild liowers, or winking and
singing, cat-fashion, in her arms on the
piazza. Sometimes he allowed himself
to be arrayed m full
feminine apparel
and taken around on neighborly calls.
In this guise he once went to the photo-

grapher and, together

with his

mistress,

submitted to the art which “fixes the
shadow before the substance fades.” So,
fortunately, his picture remains to console the little friend whom he left in
bitter tears and who has thus taken her
first lesson in the stern discipline of bereavement.

placed in a little box,
in which Mowers and leaves were strewn
by the hands of his loving mistress, and
then he was buried out of sight. If, as
some firmly believe, and as Swedenborg
taught, there is another life for our brute
companions, as well as for man, the little
mourner will not be without her consolation in the hope of some day rejoining
her [iet.
[Winthrop Budget.
roor
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SAVED BY SURGERY.

Statistics.

Maine

1879.

No.
7(5.644
13,487

$4,317,797
525,1587

32,483
118,5ol

1,181,292

Cows.124,402
Young rattle... 133,132

2,(510,580
1,631,829
1,299,392

Sheep.448,502

A

DISGUSTED CAT.

The following letter from Hon. William P.
was read by Secretary Munson at tin*
meeting of'tin* Maine Temperance Alliance ;
United States Senate, [
Washington, D. C., Jan. 25, issj. j
Rev. II. C. Munson, Secretary, Ac.,
Dear Sir,—Your kind letter inviting me to be
present and address the Maine Temperance
Alliance is received. It would he a great
pleasure to me to accept, but my engagements
here render it entirely impossible. Will you
please extend for me an earnest greeting to the
Alliance, and bid these determined workers to
be of good cheer, for tin* response to their
organized and persistent efforts will he a splendid victory in September. 1 am entirely satisfied that a large majority of the voters of my
State are decidedly in favor of prohibition; that
w hile there may be, and in fact is, difference of
opinion as to the efficiency or necessity of constitutional amendment, a'little reflection will
satisfy all that tin* defeat of the proposition
would be disastrous, not only to tin* cause of
temperance in Maine, but all over the country.
It would be seized upon at one** by the enemies of the restriction of the liquor traffic, as
the deliberate verdict of our people against
prohibition, after a fair trial of thirty
years. The friends of temperance have every
reason to thank God and take courage.
The
spirit of this reform for years seemed content
to abide in Maine, but lately has refused to b*
confined to such narrow limits. It has pervaded almost every State, in some engrafting
upon tin* laws prohibition, in others inciting
earnest inquiry, conscientious investigation and
determined effort.
The advance in temperance sentiment lias
been marvelous. Its strides have been longer
and more rapid than have been known in any
other moral reform. Washington is tin- political centre of the Republic and the sentiment
best indicates that of tin* whole country. In
this matter of temperance, the Washington of
to-day hardly resembles that of twenty years
ago. Then on “New Year’s Day” the open
house without the hospitalities of tin* side
hoard was almost unknown. Now i?s tempting display of the wine that mocks is almost
forgotten. Then the government official who
was not lavish in his offers of
liquor to every
caller was looked upon as outre—a fanatic unof
his
worthy
high position. Now nothing
would be more discreditable. Then tin* public man who refused was regarded as eccentric
—improperly odd. Now tin* majority decline.
In this reform Maim* took tin*’lead*.
Surely
sin* will not now become weary in well doing,
will not now declare to the whole country that
her course for thirty \ears has been a mistaken
one.
God forbid. 'Flu* barm that might come,
not only to our State but to the whole country, from such a declamation, who can contemplate? Temperance men of Maine, irrespective of party, easting aside partisanship
and prejudice, “forgetting those things which
are behind, reaching forth to things that an*
before,” press forward, without division, without, petty strife or foolish bickerings to a victory, not of a bare majority, but so overwhelming that its voice shall reach the utmost limits
of the Republic, with no uncertain sound.
Yours Truly,
William l*. Frye.
recent

120,346

612,951

Value.
$4,277,185
463,515
1,441,745
2,186,385
1.578,463
1,359,718

Total.828,586 $11,566,577 974,412 $11,607,011
The number of swine now owned in the
State is 44.020. valued at $284,671. The largest
number of horses, colts, cows tnd young cattle,
41,596. is owned in Penobscot, county, and is
valued at $1,055,428; Aroostook county standing second, with 29,186. valued at $(512,927. and
Somerset third, with 25,(43, valued at $752,411.
York county takes tin* lead in the number of
oxen. 484(5. valued at $179,91(5; Oxford county
standing second, with 4488, valued at $21(5,881.
Somerset, county is the sheep producing county,
there being owned 108,081, valued at $288,347.
figures more than one-third larger than those
of any other county. The following table,
compiled from the figures furnished the last
Valuation Commission, and the N-cretary's
report, will show the relative gains and losses
in the several counties:
1879.

1883.

No.

Counties.

Nairn*.
Androscoggin... 27,088 $ 527,1."8
Aroostook. 57.74 4
618,069
Cumberland. 22,737
M2,489
Franklin.9u,375
783,123
Hancock. 27,251
532.642
Kennebec. 75,882
1,270.546
Knox
23,775
476,156
Lincoln. 19,588
385,667
Oxford. 75,676
],luu,n|S
Penobscot. 96,693
1,207,264
390,626
Piscataquis. 37,450
280,170
Sagadahoc. 14,946
Somerset.126,214 1,164,816
NValdo. 52,740
662,690
3*93,778
Washington.29.S.33
York. 40,548
845,935

No.
28,463
66,215
33,332
89,519
37,54 4

79,046
24,901
17,417
71.7s;,
112,262
37,120
15.322

135,8i!0
57, lot;
34,967
44,291

Value.

$ 502,219

DEATH OF AN OLD

733,243
so7,4I2

719,153
516,697
1,119,002
472,585

259,228
1,073,546
1,337.(01
3M.561

250,784
1,156,381
678,2s:;
531,291

financial facts.

The Secretary of State has prepared the best
financial exhibit of the public indebtedness of
the State ever placed in the bands of the people. An extend-'d account of the finance* of
the State was published in The Journal about
one year ago, and in this article we will only
refer to Hie reduction of the State debt. During the year IS,S3 tin* reduction of the bonded
debt of the State was about $600,000, leaving
the net bonded debt $3,578,715, about one-half
what it was ii, Is70, with an interest account of
I **s than $3<M ,000 annuullv.
since
rcce.ving me sccretan s report we
have made au attempt to obtain statements of
the tinaueial standing of the several eounties on
l>ee. 31. Iss3, a year later than the exhibit prepared by the Secretary of State. Nearly all of
the Treasurers have responded, and the following comparat ive table will show tlieimproMment made during the vear mding Dee. 51.
1883;

coggin.$20,l!H).*6

acme

§23,686.11

§01,051.22

1,904.31

70,551.04
12,656.84

7,340.07

25.3S3.07
2,233.36

3*7.50

2S.145.2S
85,>76.12
3,472.40
1,266.67

32,301.77
6,000.30

17,817.62
81,576.47
2,453."6
721.00

54,040.07

28,681.76.

8,805.76

qilisS agada-

6,512.16

0,633.18

hoc-

26,632.06

5,11.3.27
4.107.36

64,000.00

27,045.41

Soni’set,

2,324.53

6,241.02

Waldo..
W ash

3,330.66

5,003.04

7,106.41
3,461.75

ington.

8,860.57
16,888.86

1,321.06

York....

>,867.10

10,245.6s

275,207.48 4"2,623.24
Tile total bonded indebtedness of tin; several
counties was reduced last year to about §325,000. The counties of Cumberland, Franklin.
Hancock. Kennebec. Lincoln. Oxford, W ashington and York have an excess of resources
over liabilities to the amount of about §!00,ooo.
while the eounties of Androscoggin. Knox.
Penobscot. Piscataquis, Sagadahoc, Somerset
and Waldo have au excess of liabilities over resources amounting to about §200.000.
The tables of municipal valuation and expenditures for ISS3 show that the valuation of
real estate was §14N,4S!L142; personal property
§60,220.230; a total gain of §3,804,855 for the
year. There has been a general decline in the
assessed value of real estate in several of the
counties during the past four years, as the following comparative table will show
Real Kstate.

Personal

1883.

1870.

1870.

Property.
1883.

Andros-

coggin...§16,843,865

§10,: 27,262

Aroos
look. 3,607,800
Cumber
laud. 26,963,087
Franklin..
4.029,6,01
Hancock..
4,809.8 C2
Kennebec. 15,740. loo
Knox.
7,488,019
Lincoln...
5,394.002
Oxford.... 7,468,5.34
Penobscot 15,156,3*4

Piseat’q’is
Sagad’hoc
Somerset.
Waldo.

Washington.
York.

2,4tMi,654
5,408,070
7,360,480
6,553,070
5,314,369
17,166.882

1 lie expenditures
the year 1882 were

3,782,727

§3,059,260 $.3,7.33,814
1,115,150

1,280,5118

343127,555 15,612,272 IS,ln|.897
3,>20.4I7 1,424,980 1,272,648
5,130,751 2,463,625 2.719,152
15,085,757 5,2oo,ool 5,119,32*
5,886,6.35

4,14>,004

2,734,817
5,515,223
14,579 776
2,243,778
5,379,778
6,934,780
5,8>8,»4

2,341.667

3.912,260
14 lox.739
on

2,212,7*7

4,994,576

3,650,*92
1,431.946
1.659,419

5.48",list
2,*52,o47

2,847,388

2,836,598

2,677,581
4,359,862

3,321,328

1,817.354

account ot Mate tax tor

$5)71.877.5!); eounty tax.
$271.1)5!).32; schools. $903,098.70; highways and
bridges, $092,415.82; support of poor. $352,81)5.77; all other purposes. $2.015.1!)!).27; total
for the State, $5,790,774.3!).
From the tables showing the financial standing of the towns in the State.it appears that
the total amount of the bonded debt of the
towns is

$11,574,77)0.95;

amount of

outstanding

Net inLiahi titles. Resources, debtedness.
73
#1,533,210
$
428,707.0)!
#1.182,021.58
Androscoggin
Aroostook....
53,308.5)7
108,420.87
152,985.87
Cumberland.. 4,090.801.48 1,500,001.1)0 3,438,081.45)
Franklin.
77,0*24.5)5
155,5)71.07
S2,012.88
427,704.33
Hancock.
5)5), 72 7.7 7
325), 173.38
Kennebec.
552,783.50
708,022.51
180,101.78
Knox. 1,183,812.38
400,5)13.10
800,582.75
Lincoln.
483,811.13
145),373.72
88,081.21
Oxford.
154,847.55)
184,7551.37
*25)2,834 05
Penobscot. 2,75)5,804.54 2,315,474.44
500,578.99

Piscataquis...

154,483.50

Somerset.
Waldo.

513,258.37
805,787.73
334,105.04

115),821.01
1,255,457.51
407.281.81
7«9,023.95
170,078.55
201,430.50
152,700.08
Washington...
York.
544.002.31
201,152.53
350,244.40
to
then*
was a
From April, 1882,
April, 1883,
total decrease of polls of 210 in the counties of
Hancock, Lincoln, Sagadahoc and Waldo; in
the remaining counties the total increase for the
same period was 2254, making the net increase
2038, and showing an estimated increase of 8702
in population. The increase of taxable valuatiou of estates from April, 1882, to April, 1883,
was $4,014,793; decrease of taxable valuation of
estates for the same period, $119,938
the
whole amount of decrease being in Lincoln
county. The average per cent, of valuation to
actual cash value is .85, and the average rate of
cash taxation for the State $1.82 on $100. The
average rate of highway taxation on $100, when
not iucluded in cash, is .80, and the net reduction of municipal indebtedness for the year end-

Sagadahoc.... 1,324,178.50

50,818.82
70,57*2.58
115,042.27

A Concord, New Hampshire, cat is old |
and phthisicky, and is subject to violent
tits of sneezing. For ali that he is a
good mouser. One morning he posted
himself in the shed in a position to command the path from a mouse-hole to the
corn bin.
In a very few minutes out of
the hole popped a plump little mouse,
c. L. m.
March, 1883, was $390,055.81.
and in an instant puss was all attention. ing
He was just gathering for a spring when
What seems strange about the conduct of
“kerchew,” “kerchew,” came the sneez- some people is, though endowed with good
in other matters, they permit a sejudgment
es fast and loud, the mouse whisked back
vere cold to go unnoticed, until it assumes a
into his hole, and the old veteran crawled severe
aspect. J ad win’s Tar Syrup is a housesorrowfully back to the kitchen to finish hold necessity under any circumstances. Try
his breakfast of bread and milk.
it. Sold by K. II. Moody, Belfast.
—

threatening complications in the business world.
The columns of our political, agricultural and
scientific journals and the pages of our best literary magazines abound in grave discussion of
the questions pertaining to the relative positions and interests of the capitalist and laborer,
the wealthy manufacturer and the poor operative, the banker and the borrower of money,
the railroad companies and the toiling, sweating farmers of tie* land. Truly we are vexed
in this generation by causes of anxiety and dis-

quite unknown to the generations of
the past.
In a recent communication. I ventured to
question some of the assertions of a correspondent of this paper, respecting the condition of
the laborers in the vayous industries of our
land. In that communication I may have (.lone
injustice to the views of your correspondent;
but having very radical and decided opinions on
the subject under consideration. I submit this
content

explanation

my only apology, simply adding
i seemed harsh in my treatment
of tin* ideas advanced by "Democracy," I w>
actuated only by the purest desire to maintain
the rights, and defend the interests of the
that

me m me

panieuiar

la.t.ow's

tributions

other countries and our own meant to be inferred as a genuine and appreciative statement of

a

the best form of governsocial fabric founded in truth and justice,—or i> it a false and d» eeitful snare?
There is in our country at the present time,
ment,

of wealth, quite as despicable,
subversive of popular rights, as any
other sham which i> dignified by that name.
W *• who believe tlie poor are the prey of the
rich are called communists; we are denounced

fully

nil-:

grates who don't know when we an* well used,
and expostulated with because we desire to enjoy a fair share of the proceeds of our toil.
Now it is assumed by those who would like

A

N I >A It 1»

a lullaby for tin’s disquietude of the
that the managers of tie* great business
operations of tie* land, those who furnish the
money, have alone tie right to regulate tin*
rates of compensation for work; that the lords
of wealth and every man who owns and directs
any industrial scheme may unite with every
other man, and combine to use their influence
and power to coerce the laboring masses to submit to just such exactions in tin* matters of
wages and hours of labor a, they may >*. e tit to
prescribe. 'The right of the laborer to have an
equal voice in fixing or regulating these condi-

masses,

tions between him and iiis employer
often
ridiculed and denied. 'The union of a * la— ..t
workers for the defence and protection of th< ir
rights and interests is denominated eoiiM<iiand is treated as an unwise and unlawful
combination again-r the true welfare of I».»rh
employ* t* ami employee. The right of th* out'
is as sacred a-that of th*- other in all mutual

lm-menis re-

concerns

IN

to the Times,

throat of every

a

man

“thundering

on

argu-

the laborer's -kill ami handiwork
is in many eases, just a- d< feii-ib!*
moral and economical ground.- a-a :* sop

against

a

tyrannical

question/he right

goverum nt.

1

>.»

w

e\*-r

forefather- to pi >t■■«*!
again-t the exactions of Kngluiid, ami to >i,o\\
<>ff the unjust yoke of the ty rant King:lie
Ann ii' aii resolution was a gigaut
Within the last few year- my opportune
!■ *r
obsei*\ ing the operation of the -y-tem- of iab**i
and th** eondition of the laborers in -<»m *f tie
of

»nr

<

•■-

fart

d

ies of

► .*-? iStab* has e enabled m*
bles-edm-s which tin* work**r ;-

our

the inn*

mat

enjoy under a-elfish ami entire's
treating th* subi* 1 **t labor
and its eompen-ation. In some <*a-«*s, wb- re a
man or set of bamls on a particular In inch of
work, operating under a rate of w.ige- pi-••ril.ed by tb** employer, it' it w t- f<>uii*I that
mature experience ami skill
nabled a hand to
turn off more work than wa- expected, and
make handsome wages, immediately a “cutdown” *>f wag*-- was ordered. Miougi; the manufacturers protits were not proportionately lessened, but much iticiva-ed. If. under such
circumstance-, a skillful workman protested
against such a >y-u in of injustice. le wa- 1 ik• iy
to In* told, if hi* wasn’t satisfied, he might lease,
and that, there were men enough Pauly to lake
his place, whether they could "b it or not.
Mipposed

i*m

no” from the

to

—ided ; <>1 i -y of

ins

is

noi

an

iiih'iiimumi

oeceunvncc

in t;n>

tories and machine shops.
In a certain village in one of the western
comities, there is a woolen factory emptying
about 125 operatives. Some of the hands have

I). Lothrop »V Co.,

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, have begun a new volume, new series, of The Book
Buyer, a monthly summary of American and
foreign literature. All book lovers and book
buyers will give Ibis daintily printed and intera hearty greeting,
\nnual
subscription oO cents.
The February number of Our Little Ones is
tilled with dainty pictures and pleasing sketches
and poems.
Valentine's Day i> not overlooked, ami tile little ones are hard to please who

esting publication

Put two good things together and the result
more than satisfactory.
Good Literature and The Criiic,—both excellent periodicals
—have united and are now published weekly
The special features of
under tin* joint title.

sophistical

A “strik*

Periodicals.

must be

of

tit- of

HATH.

will not be both interested and amused with
this number of their special periodical. Bussell
Publishing (Boston.

amount

against the disj osition if his rich tuployer to
grab and appropriate tin- iu-t share of tin pro-

Tin* l'ansy i< “a daisy,” to list* one of the
words of the day. The February number \v< ll
sustains the enviable reputation of this popular
ones.

no

make

the current rate of wages.** I admit this
tion, but it proves nothing against tin* right of
-< If
defence which tin* poor man po--.*s-*

present.

magazine for the little
publishers, Boston.

can

■

The Bath people held a muss meeting the
other day to decide whether they would adopt
standard time, and got very much excited over
the matter.
One speaker said that the Almighty had ordained that noon should cone- at
twelve o'clock and he did not believe in setting
it hack twenty minut« s. Another said that daylight fitted the old time best. A third remarked excitedly that the railroads had monopolized
almost everything in Hod's creation and now
were trying to gobble Hod's time.
These arguments seem to have carried great weight, f
when the question was put there was, accord-

ing

and

jr otherwise.
Much is written in condemnation of ••strike-.”
•ranted ••that the worker- hav*■ been the greatest. sufferers from -trikes;*' it dot
not pr*»\*
that the laborer has not tin*
to prot**-t in
thi- manner against a wrong which in* -ml r-.
and which becomes unendurable.
You say
“that tin* employee has m» mot**
m*. dictate
what his eotnpetisation shall be than hi- emhim to work for less than
ployer has to
ment

mi4iiu>ay.

TIM I:

chant

to

to

ST

as

as agitators and disturbers of the
peace of society: we are lectured to as unreasoning in-

poet's birthplace.

,

a

aristocracy

ail

AIN.

were

statue

preference for

our

also made toward the erection
Longfellow in Portland, th*
Each seho nr making a contribution of ten cents received from the Longfellow Statue Association a beautiful steel engraving of Longfello>v on a card acknowledging the contribution. In many of the schools
in which the day was not observed las; y« ai
there will he siuT an observance ihi> year.
P
is hoped this may he the ease u all tin- schools
m which there was no recognition of the day
last year. Sample card' and circulars will b*
furnished to teachers on application to Tli-una*
Tash, E'q., secretary ot th- Longf* How Statue
Association, Portland, Me.
of

as

as

constitution, our just laws and tic social "quality which characterize the popular government
of our nation.
Is this comparison between

birthday, February -JT
ISS.'L was observed by many of the schools in
the
!
State.
There were recitations from Long] fellow's poems by the pupils, and brief accounts of Longfellow's life and works. Con1

far

olists and aristocrats.
We are apt to deride the aristo- ruey of blood,
the caste distinctions of the old world, and declaim in enthusiastic phrase, the praises of our

Rl INUY'S HKqlKSlS.

i.oNia

so

worthy laboring people of tin* country against
what I deem tin* overbearing and oppressive
exactions of the wealthy and powerful iiioik>|

Longfellow's last

4,123.096
7*2,768

743,66.;
5,572,011
2,703,365

<

me.

DU.

267.53

65,280 87
6,,250.80

ous

late Rev. !>r. (juinhy of Augusta, he<llieaths to his in-pliew. Oliver R ()uinb)
Broek'on. M is>., a lot of land on Murray street,
worth stjuu: to Westbrook Seminary £ino.
Deducting other small bequests. In* devise* a I
the rest and residue of his estate to hi* soiis-inlaw. W. D. Eaton of Boston. Ma*s.. Hollis B.
Hill of Portland, and hi* wife Cordelia A.
Duilihy to he held by them as 'Trustee*, for
certain purposes.
The homestead and hous«
hold furniture and furnishing* for the occupation and 1« netit of Mrs. uiiiubv, and she to receive the net annual income of all lii* other estate, to he by her expended for the use and
benci'p of herself and family
This to continu*until their son Murray attains hi* majority,
when all the estate, except the homestead, shall
be sold and distributed. one-*ixth part to hi*
wife, and the remaining tive-*ixth> to he equally divid' d among.hi* five children—Mrs. A. S.
Eaton, Mrs. Harriet M. liill.dohn A. H. (^uinhy. Murray t^uinhy, aim Eulie A. (Juinhy.

17,540.03
27.652.n3

times unless it finds its millions of ingenibrains, strong and willing hands to make
its investments effective and profitable? These
are the thoughts and queries which are being
pondered by the anxious minds intent on finding a rational solution of the perplexing and
our

The

1883.

$9‘,070.64

no great business schemes can be operated.
But what i> money good for in starting and
carrying forward the stupendous enterprises of

lated of him was his taking the first centreboard
schooner to South America.

Resources. Liabilities. Resources. Liabilities.
AndrosA ruo stook... 16,725.66
Cumber
laud... 74,216.28
Fr’klill.. 11,|S0.73
H’ncock <i,080.44
K c n ne
bee- 32.7*6.10
Knox...
1,601.03
Lincoln 4,201.81
Oxford.
6,133.55
P e li obseot.... 36,541.38
P iscata-

ed

The New Yolk Herald says: In the death of
Captain Leonard 1>. Shaw, whieli was announced recently. New York loses a famous navigator of
former day. who for nearly half a century sailed beneath the American tlag to tieFast Indies and South America and wlc> ha*
been intimately associated with American shipping interests ever sin e the war of 1*12.
of which b<‘ was a
participant.
Captain
Shaw wa* born in Portland, Me., eighty year*
His
father
was
considered
the
ri«*lie>t
and
ago.
most hospitable man in tie* State, so much s.»
that the name of Deacon Shaw was considered
a s\nonvine for hospitality.
Tie boy recei\*I
a fair education in Fort laud schools*.
Among
his schoolmate* wle* have *i:e-e grown famou*
were General Neal D>»w. of prohibition fane.
Rear Admiral Aldeii and Seeretar\ F»>sendeii.
When the war of 1*12 broke out young Shaw
enlisted as a Cabin bo\ on tie- American gunboat Ti-azer. He wa* subsequentl\ transferred
to the enterprise, and wa* on board of her
during the celebrated engagement with the
Baxter off’Portland harbor. At tie- eonelu*iou
of the war tin- young sailor entered tie- merchant mariie ami rupidh w<<rk«d hi* way up
to the master’s position.
He inclined particularly to the “deep water” trade, bis port of
sailing being usually New York or Boston.
During the late war lie again entered the service of his country. He wa* stationed at tieBrooklyn Na\v Yard and wa* in charge of tieDunderberg, which never went into commission. Shortl\ after tie- war in* retired from

935,658
The values given above are those fixed by
the Assessors of the several towns for the basis
of taxation, and will vary in different towns
and counties. Th Valuation Commission fixed
their standard values as follows: Oxen, $42;
cows, $21 : young cattle, $12; horses. $56: colts,
$36; sheep, $3: swine, $5.50: and on these
figures prepared the valuation now tunning the
basis of State taxation.

1882.

SEA OAl* I

Capital.

Why should Labor as a factor in the problem
of the civilized industries of the age be regarded as opposed to Capital? Which of the two is,
all things considered, of the most importance?
Capital, in the sense implied in the above caption, means money; without which it is suppos-

ON PROHIBITION.

FRYE

Frye

1883.

Value.

orders and other liabilities. $4,527,929.44; total
A lady iii this city, who is the possess- I liabilities, $10,302,017.25 The resources of the
towns consist of cash due from all sources, $1,or of a much-prized feline, a day or two
773.402.53; value of bonds or stock owned byago made the discovery that her pet no
towns, $4,011,491.83; cash in treasury. $271,longer pursued its tail with its accustom- 420.35; total resources, $0,711,097.02—leaving
ed alacrity, neither did puss purr within the net indebtedness of tin- towns, $9,802.053.the sunshine as of yore, nor otherwise 50; net assets of towns (town farms and buildings not included) $150.930.IS; amount debt lias
give outward expression of joy and con- been
reduced during tin* year 1882. $440.8712.21;
tentment. A change came o’er the spirit amount debt lias been increased
during the
of its dreams, but nobody knew what same year, $50,150.40. The financial standing
made the cat so sad until the lady dis- of the cities was given in The Journal last
covered that it bad swallowed a needle sprii g, but tin* following table will show the
resources, liabilities ami net indebtedness of the
and thread, which sadly interfered w ith towns and cities of the State,
aggregated by
the natural order of things. Great con- counties;

sternation forthwith prevailed in that
household, and Tabby’s life w as despaired of. It was decided that she should
shuffle off this mortal coil through the
medium of chloroform, when a happy
idea struck the lady members of the
family, who determined to save the victim of this sad cat-astrophe. Anaesthetics were administered, the epiglottis
was carefully probed, and a foreign body
encountered just below the left catawalliau passage, in close proximity to the
With the aid of a pair of
larynx.
pincers, this indigestible morsel was
safely removed, and happiness is once
more regnant over all.
[Portland Sunday Times.

SENATOR

of the Boston Journal.]
The Assessors of six cities, forty towns and
twenty-three small plantations failed to afford
Secretary of State Smith any assistance in preparing the statistical report authorized by the
last Legislature. Several other cities and towns
refused to till up the blanks sent them, but
when a man was sent to those places on account of their importance, in some instances assistance was rendered and the desired information obtained, but in others the messenger had
to go away little wiser than he came. The
result is that the Secretary's statistical report is
incomplete in several essentials, and all interested in the condition and prosperity of the
State suffer because of the indifference of a few.
From the report as issued it appears that the
State contains 13,403 square miles of territory.
2,865,601 acres of land under cultivation, including pasturage, 813,404 acres of waste land, hog,
etc., 1,728,970 acres of hardwood growth, 2,274,399 acres of soft wood growth, 47(5,004 acres
of lake, pond and water surface.
Fxtcnsive
tables regarding the live stock in the several
towns of the State are also given, hut on account of the absence of towns and cities, the
increase cannot be obtained hv comparisons
with the census reports. Mr. J. W. Fairbanks
of Farmington, a member of the Valuation
Commission of 1880, lecogniziug this fact, has
assisted the The Journal's correspondent to
obtain the figures for the corresponding towns
for the year 1879 as returned by the Assessors,
and upon which the last State valuation was
made.
By comparison with these figures it
appears that there has been an increase in the
number of horses, oxen and sheep owned, hut
a decrease in the number of colts, cows and
young cattle. The aggregate, however, shows
a large increase in the amount of stock, and a
moderate increase in its value. The following
table will best show the change that has taken
place during the past four years:

vs.

SECOND I/ETTER.

NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM ALL OYER THE STATE.

[correspondence

No.
Horses. 76,2:18
Colts. 14,882
Oxen. 31,430

Labor

Matters.

Maine

GLEANINGS FROM THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE —THE AGRICULTURAL
INTERESTS —THE FINANCES OF THE STATE,

!

worked in that factory a long time -perhaj
tiffecn or twenty years, in not more than two
or three instance* have men in that
factor} be. u
able to lay up money enough over and abov»
their living io own a dwelling home, or m.>vide for the necessities which am prot.raet.ed
siekiie** might bring upon them. This concern
is the property <>t a
very w.dthi linn in the
large*! eit\ of the State, with the mall who
superintends the mill and owns one bait. The
mill and appurtenance* are estimated to be
worth at least $250,000 and are tax. d for $:to.ooo.
When the tirm had their annual settlement one year ago, the superintendent and
ball-owner freely asserted that the mill cleared
$40,000 during the year. His share was, of
course, $20,000, and l have no seruple in declaring that, so far as auy visible evidence appears, the whole 125 men, women and children
who operate that mill are not worth to-day a
sum

equal

to

a

twelve months

protits

of this

Let the man who advocates
he exclusive right of the employer to dictate
rates of day wages, put that in Ills pipe and
smoke it a while. Suppose the operatives in
that mill had not been ground down to the loweach are retained, and the change must prove est li\ing price for their work, but bad been
allowed
to have a voice in fixing the rates of
to
the
readers
and
we
it
trust
satisfactory
may
would they not, suppose you, have
also be advantageous to the publishers. Good wages,
shared to some extent in the profit* of their
Literature Publishing Co., D and *20 Astor labor represented
by the $40,000 which caused
that contemptible old sharp t<> chuckle and rub
Place, New York.
bis bands with glee at a successful year’s work?
The author of ‘The Bread-winners” has
It is a fact that experienced hands in some dewritten a spicy letter, which will appear in the
partments of work in that mill, emtio not earn
March Century, replying to the charges of his
$1 per day at prevailing prices, for which the\
critics, that: (1.) “The Bread-winners'’is con- were at liberty to work or starve!
Further, while in a neighboring village the
ceived from an aristocratic point of view. (*2A
agent of another mill was paying better wageIt is not well written. The incidents are ex- ami bad a class of superior workmen wh<>
travagant and untrue to nature; and (3.) It is a seemed more prosperous and contented, this
of the tirst named mill chided tiebase and craven tiling to publish a book anony- “Sliylock”
said agent and told him lie was paying too high
mously. On the last point he says: ‘*My mo- j wages; that /•• could get help enough for $1. <*r
tive in withholding my name is simple enough. le*s per day. Any further comment on this
|
I am eugaged in business in which my standing | particular case or citation of facts is unnecessary. What is said in your editorial comments
would be seriously compromised if it were on my article
respecting the opportunities for
known that I had written a novel. I am sure acquiring property in this country, and the
instances
where workingmen by industry
that my practical efficiency is not lessened by many
and economy become capitalists is all coucedeJ.
this act: but I am equally sure that I could nevand is incidental to the condition* of success,
er recover from the injury it would occasion
not only in our country, but in others. The
me if known among my own colleagues.
For
farming people here, although measurably
that positive reason, and for the negative one
are nevertheless the pitiable victim*
that I do not care for publicity. I resolved to prosperous,
of some of the most monstrous oppressions by
keep the knowledge of my little venture in aucombinations
of capitalists, and the
powerful
thorship restricted to as small a circle as possinow most portentous of danger to the
ble. Only two persons besides myself know questions
of
the country grow out of this very conpeace
who wrote ‘The Bread-winners.’
dition of things. The only need of the hour is
for the workingmen and women of this country
TIIE GOOD Die Young, was once an accept- to stand to their rights, and unite as one man,
to protest against the assumed right of monoed poetic sentiment, but recent discoveries show
the author of it to be in error. The good, for polists to elevate themselves at the expense of
they are the wise, live to a good old age, and those who produce the substance of wealth, it
use Jadwin’s Tar Syrup
whenever troubled can and should be effected in a lawful anil
Republican.
with Colds or Cough. Sold by all dealers in peaceful manner.
South Bridgton.
medicine.
one-half

owner.
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Matters.
all over thestate.

mri:i:an<Tt socikty.

The annual meeting of tin* Slate Temperance
Society began in Augusta Feb. (I. The attendance was lair and many prominent temperance
nnoi of the Siaii \vt iv iii a tc ndaiicc. President
Neai Dow, V‘ -npieil tin* chair, ( 'amp Meeting
John Aii'-n. Bc\. Mr. Munson. <ie«». K. Bracket
and .1 udge Tolman. addressed the meeting at
the forenoon session,
in the afternoon, \Y. T.
Ihistis spoke i:i favor of a prohibitory party.
II' v. Mr. McIntyre believed in arousing pifbi!•■ sentiment on the temperance
question. Uev.
Mi l.uee. lb v. Mr. Iv l/acheiir. II. \V. Dunn
and others delivered addresses. There was
much talk on the forthcoming prohibitory campaign and it was the general opinion tliat the
prohibitory amendment would be carried. A
eommitte. was raised to issue* an app< al to the
clergy of tin Mate in relation to the work to he
done for the amendment.
Several speakers
believed that liquor selling was on the increase
in tin State.
In the evening there was more

speech-making.
Thursday was the closing day. A list of
fourteen resolution* was adopted.
It was resolve.! that til* Maine T-mperaucc Society
;ii|
mere
aitiiliations:
utterly repudiates
party

that total abstimnre lies at ttie bottom of all
live tempera lie
reform : that we have on limit'd eon lid •'lire ill the Mai'C law fol* tliesiippi'e-sion of drinking and lipplitig houses; that
wt
demand of all oilier* a strict compliance
with the statute regarding their duties; \\(. nqu< st the (iovi iior to appoint a judge in sympathy with and vv host outspoken sentiments
are m harmony with prohibition: that we urge
the adoption of the prohibitory amendment to
the ('onsiitution.
A committee was appoint d to consult vv:t!i
the (iovenior in
gard t » tin appointment of a
Siiprein ( oil! 1 Judge. I he following officers
i. «-i*■*! :
vv i'i‘e
President Ib'V. I., Lue
(Ltnlmei.
.'secreI M's.-y. \Vinthi"i».
l'n usurer.
tary. B.
Klisha At kins. \ jgust a.
At: Kxe-ntive ( 'oiiimitti e and a long list of
Vic, -lYe-ident* w r « ■.* ,•?» d.
i ii' |v V, ,c a !;>>' delta le o\ cr tin a do) *t ion of
a
r> s.,|n'n present, H by Mr. Woodbury, of
Auburn, that tin ei-ip, ran
nu n are to blame
for \ o ing for otfi a is who ire untaithfu! in tilin''
m« nt "i t In law s.
Phis vv as laid on the
tabl, as vv ell as a second l'esolution pi*
nt• 1
io Mr. Wo.aibu:;
>; "«• h making was in
o
n tin
iftern., n ai i veiling.
It was the
of tin ( "h vi :n iou that they 'limn 1 si'-ike
hard tei tli
prohibitory aiimmfnmnt. A pruhibit try party vv as m t generally favo:

Madame Benoit ot Lisbon, confesses that she
killed her infant child. This makes u probable that two women will be hanged in Maine
for murder before long.
Mr. Blaine, Senator Hale and Representative
Boutelle attended a dinner given by the Secretary of the Navy in Washington. Tutirsday
evening.
A Newport correspondent of the Lastern
State says that alcoholic liquors are harder to
be obtained in that village, at the present time
than ever before for many ya-ars.
Tw« nty-tliree inmates of the National Soldiers’ I hum*. Togu*. are about to he removed
to the National Insane Asylum, District
of
Columbia. They are at present in the Augusta
s\
\
him.
Bowdoin ha* decided to send a boat crew to
take part in the intercollegiate regatta to be
held at Saratoga duly ttll. C. L. Adams. ’Sf.
Bangor, has been elected captain. The crew
will go into training at once.
s. L. Boardman. esq., of the Home Farm,
d. iivered. a well-written and scholarly address
at Fairtield Centro, before a large meeting of
grangers and agriculturists of that seel ion.
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abandon their church. Maine lead.-tin- world in
I
folloyving reports from Waldo county
reformation, lie spoke of the stale at large, and
Mn.NTtoi;. 1 think there will not be a full vote on
the amendment, i don’t think there yvill be any or- thought Belfast \vn-not a fair sample, some other
• gani/.ed "pp't-iii'*ii to it here.
A large majority of States have
more zeal, but the question i.- never w itli
the Democrat* will v.-te against the amendment.
them. The speaker w anted to know if we are ,i
t Mi'.
I am of the opinion that seven
eighths
"I tile Republican voters of this town will vote for
work in the most practical way. lit-believed in
the amendment. We have about three hundred
prohibition, but believed also that if we could not
voter-. Ot this number. 17a
probably will vote yea;
"i no;
.a will m»L
have everything we wanted wo should take cyhat
ote at all.
\ cry
many wlm have
ai\\a\ s carried the Democratic ticket, will emphaticvve could get.
Half a loaf was better than none ,-t
ally ote yes.
Bikniiam. I do not think there will be any or- ! all. H is better to have a law that, can be entoreed
hut
it
tban to have one remain a dead letter on the
ganized opposition,
may be tlie duty of Burnham temperance people t<* hold temperance meet- statute book.
!
England is more practical There
ings in liiHercnt parts of the town to emphasize tin*
duly <>f ai. voting f--r the amendment. 1 think if they have nn early closing and Sunday act w Inch is
considerable
of
the
Democrats in Burn- enforced. While in England he noticed in very
any
portion
ham should vote against it, the party would divide,
large place a hotel called the Waverly Hou.-e.
as some of the Democrat- are prominent
temper- These were
ance men.
temperance hotels and were owned by
While the prohibitory amendment one
skahsi’our.
company. They till bear the same name, tlo
to tlu* constit ution lias not to any great extent been
to any place in England where there is a
a topic of discussion either in'public, or in
Waverly
private
I am aware, yet I feel assurer! that House and you will find it a temperance place. Mr.
circles, so far
the importance of the matter i- fully appreciated
Ross said Maine had
outgrown the license law
by the people ol ibis community, ami shall look for
question, but he thought some states could do
a general expression ot opinion at the September
ballot. < hying to the sentiment and practice which ! better with a license law. You cannot legislate a
prevails here, *o uniformly in favor of temperance, man virtuous. You could not legislate a rum seller
1 am led to predict that thi- measure yvill he supportmoral, but you can stop him from making other
ed by tlu* voter* of this community irrespective of
party alliliations.
people bad—from manufacturing drunkards. In
sot tii Mon vii.i.k.
My impression is that work tin1 manner of voting Mr. Ross counselled
temperi* needed in this and adjoining town-, to have the
subject contemplated in the constitutional amend- ance men to vote only for temperance candidates,
ment brought before the people and its importance
H your party puts forward a candidate w ho is a
impressed upon them. I think ijuite a large per
drinking man, don’t vote for him. If this course
■'em., of the people through this section, at times
should be followed the parties would nominate
drink cider—the boys especially. I think to obtain
a strong vote, organized work should be instituted
! only temperance men. Mr. liersey followed Mr.
and pushed actively to insure proper results. 1
Ross in the same strain. There w ill be a
think there may lie some Democrats that may vote
tempe rthe amen-iment, hut I doubt if more than a very ance meeting every Sunday afternoon in the FnijI for
few of the Democrats vote lor the amendment.
i vcrsalist church
vestry atir» o’clock.
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This pa ragra
wmld
an to be
given in the
Press be my advi-rmciU. Permit me to say, since
my e muc-etion with tin* above line*, I have j ed at home on account of si. i„ne-- in hi- family. 1
bad -ome dan -. and I prop..-, to develop them on
! for the past two week- Mr. Fr >l;o.-k ao 1 l;.• v. VI:
jnaniy pri:vn' •1 d.m’t intend to mislead my
Maine have <
friends or tin public p, regard to them.
vies
i w 1-h to -ay in regard to the above paragraph i ing- in Fdtnund--The
subject a liev Mr
that ii may m true tied capitalist- are negotiating
Boss’ Sunday liiornii g
aanon ;,t the N• rt;. • h. r-d
ho-,
hi th*
merrily a Hartford, ami that she
i.
in
e put
te rout. a> indicated; hut I am not
will lie “Tin- Son. the Father' Workm tu.
I'at i.v {■ il, nor have I be. n consulted in this parINSTAI 1.ATM ins. The o Hi- ers -a Timi• 11iai ei.ii 1111 i-e.
In the v arious projects on foot
I -hall be gr< ally surprised if some one of them
Lodge of Mason- were pr'.v ateiy mst
doe- lmi -m*.
and substau! iatly
over the pointI .mr-a.iy
.11
veia.
laTemple, in thi- a:
indie.ated in the above artieh
Past master ( has. 11. Field. e. M id'
\«
,:
My own pet-'UiaMI v in tin
projects i- of no
! Ii .ve m* money hags, but I
great import:.u
the ollieers of Phoenix Lodge wen* pu!•.i*•!> ...
i■■ ugh to
have mi ithat tin* eoneeption of
stalled by s. B. Littleiield. I>i-ti'i t Deputy '.ran
-ueii jin eatei pi ise i- lei-rd on sound financial prin- j
eiph*-. and :f i.i.augunited and bandied with good I Ma.-ter, a.-sisl-.-d by I. M. • -rani, a- .r:a a Mar-mil
il
iniioi t'.-.ii of sucre--.
Jiotiiti*
If capitalists see
About JOh peoph
Mn-<a;- iamitie-. wile p-.-e-. ia
-n :ga-!ianfrom me are needed. At a
this,
A male i|uarlette comp, -e I o| ll.-in
ll.t
;i :.
proper :imr I may ha\> umr. i" -ay un<*n the subK. P. ( haA .-el Wadsw a lb ami •
W. H. m
.ieet, which wi'l 1.f interest to the public.
furuislied some excellent lUU.-ie, and Wa- ;e-eompa
Oar Hell -i arti-t, Mr. Ii. L
Woodcock, is now nied
A 'tar I inrein
by W • Tuttle, organ!
!
.u
1-I :di'. in tin* -aving- I;mk build"ai I:
1lies
were over tin- company wa- seiv-d will.
I'm r>om ha- bi-.-n described Ifcn ddore, but
ing*
picnic -upper ia the bampiet room, alter \unl
11"
•••niiv
-1*1 e-t n<.iddltions in the
way ol
; they again assemble'I in the lodge room ami a-t-m
furniture and lilting-, nil -d u hlch bear w it ness i.»
< d to remarkMr.
by lb \. Mr. ’I uIt.-, lb
tlie artistic ta-tes and good judgment of the occu- j
! ami others, including I.•.<ii<
l in- •omp.-uiv, c-pi
Tiierare
collected
here
many
articles
both
pant.
eially the ehililren, were high!;-. <U Tighied.. .* »u
i11 lint an -1 old, I a t Mr. W-x >deoek i* not such a viccuing the oiVna-r of Km- -..i..in u- ..■.
| Friday
tim of the p -pular era/e as to select merely what
il will he publicly installed at the lYuqd.
'l mis, -r i- supp'»-t d to he. *>ld, and the result is har; ceremonies are [nthlie |o the I’amilio- of th.
mem11■1 *t ; "t '‘"lor.-and outlines and an air of comfort
hers.
\ -upper will 1„- -1 i- t-.
and eiinvniii-T.i< hie of the tall clocks of our
I
lint.. M r. I ’. M. >taj>lesf one
d* a ig at
a
steady
gramifather-,
going time-keeper, stands
men, discovered the twrniture -t• -r*.- -f K. 11
olov,
again-t the wall, and has for companions a side«‘n High street, on lire a
•■lock T’ie-m v
i“ m 1. a
iary an-l a best of drawers of about |
big, and on forcing open a door i- adiog iromtl-.c
the -ame dale. A- n .-* ->ite corner of tin- room is a
I outside into the second ,-t..rv of the I■ ul!• iing a
The dee-'ration* include .-ketches,
.-p.art piano.
dense eulmnn •>! .-molm poured out. The lire de
va.-e.-, and odd shaped articles of
pl'i'pe s. --i
turm d ou» and s->.-n r\: ngiii.-i,<; th.
china, earthen and gla-- ware. A Turkish rug is partmem.
•billies. Tm- tin- seemed to have origi:iuh d in.ner
laid -ei tin -taiued Ho<-r just before the ea-el. At
I file tali- on tin- • ut-i !- of the Ian line or nr
the time of our vi.-it, the arti-t had just put the tit
the hea*i
1 tin* .-t.tir- in the second story ami ;r* a.
ishing touches to an ->il painting of ( ol. (. hcm ry’mii.-t have been .-mouldering Pt
eottagc on the shore ot Pitcher's pond, and he has appearances
long time. Tiie ceiling and walls in the
ur.
reason to feel yvell -atislied with tlie re-ult.
Tli
M:
-lory are completely 'darkened w ith -mokfoliage i- particularly ." l. An ideal crayon l ea l
Eolby says lie has no idea how the fire--neiini,-i.
yvas so far advance-: as
warrant fin assertion
ns there is no chimney or ,-tove near tlm p
that it will l,i' a veiy -ir -a--ful « ll'ort in this line of
burned. The stork was mostly nnio.d,
art. Mr. \V >«,-leoek iia- e-»w a large number of ormore or less damaged,
some valued.
hkciders for portrait", .and wile other work in the way
were entirely ruined.
Mr. ( oil
>.r
!
vv tof marine and landscape painting, will be kept
slock upon w hi. i, tin re i- an in-ur
earry ing a
busy for montits to ome. He intends to spend tlu*
amv of $2tHK» w ith Keating ,y I ield.
1! als
greater portion of his time in In
studio, and yve
lot of valuable Looks on whi.di there i m>
ram
mas confidently expect
continued ndy.ineo in the
The building warn owned by Vrm el Hum-and i-liiality of his work.
damaged about $.'»ni>, upon which ’here
in insurTin; I’uoiiibitoky A'i!•:si»yifn rQri:sti>»v The ance. Mr. foll.y say
lie will -tan in business,
Leyvi.-tou Journal on Saturday la.-i published letfrom correspondents in one Imn-lr- I Maine
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prayer meeiiug. Tim itn-mlamv on E«
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day discussion and may -non be brought about. It will
paralysis, hut I be a little odd at first, to say twenty b- ir o’clock,
her la a illness w as lung fever. Mr-. A. was a na- j but we can get used to ii.
tive,! Brooksville, but in InJI moved to this city I
Bki.FAst “Stj k ..v Kidid A Boston wholewith h
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previous—after the Bel fa .-t olliee
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‘d im: ml (••,-Is lor the -tipporl of drunken
tramp-,
to purchase one.
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Dr II. W i I u:. i:: 'jon, residing on a farm just
below the Hospital. Iroppcd dead at I o’.dock ycterday im ning. lb wa- in ihc act of dressing
himself and was talking with iii- wife at the tium
Heart Disease wa- .mloubtedlv the c,m-c. D:.
Huntington wm-a retired physician, having prm
ticed in many different part.-*oi the country. lb
wa- about »;■!
,-ar- ol age ami icave- a wit'-.
K<m
uehci .Journal, Fee. l ith.
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Hayford sent David

Mr.
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looked

county prisoners sent to Belfast jail. Those
thirty days they propose to
keep in the Boeklaml lockup, except those senten
ecd to labor. The comity of Waldo got- twenty
live cent- per week for
ich prisoner. This will
als" help our sln rlll' -mm what

mains.

11

>• -«

that

afternoon and

report will lie given next week.

Knox

City of Baltimore, recently launchcity for duck.-on-

11!/-• •«jueuti\ M

Patterson

at

granite

*i

Bass Harbor, but the -b*amer went
ry. Tin- scho- ner arriM.d ■‘Saturday

(

I

n a.-

violated, Ini' the "tnte
law is violate l laily with impunity.
aw-an

Mt.

went t"

to

him.

ing his powder house agreeable to the lab- ordiuam
passed by the city council requiring it t" be not
less than sixty rods from a dwelling limi-e. Tin
distance each way makes three eights ; a mile.

this

of

The

sentenced to less than

Portia: I for the purpose of bringing
Patterson to Bel fa -I, I ml Mr. A. wa- unable to tim I

••

city, plead
d guilty in tin Lnited Mate- < ourt, at Portland, on
Fi i■ 1 a> to selling liquor without a special lie, use,
and wa- sentenced to thirty days in Portland jail
and to a tine of $lOu. Staples sold liquor at the fair
in th.it v
i-t fall, and wa- arrested by a
leput;
i:i>.

diUieully in !>'

some

Ross, of Belfast. Subject
Elijah of the 15th Century."

Last week Harrison Hayford bad word from
Portland that Daniel Patter-on, of Belfast, had
A lexander

He

sheep raising.

be sent there.
On Wednesday County Coinmls
sinners \ inal and Jameson, of Knox county were
in Belfast and perfected arrangements to have

Feb.

vide, Beni. Hazellinc furnishing the cargo. On
she broke through the ice into mid channel
and will sail the first opportunity.

a.-ked aid

in

Knox Coi sty Pkisonhks to Belfast. The
Prison and Jail Inspectors in their last report condemned Wiscasset jail and advised that no prisoner
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Mi. W. i\. M«m ison finds
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ed at Bath, has loaded ice in this

real benefit.
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new

Thursday evening,

on

largely

more

Sheriff Wadsworth has summoned a jury b> investigate the lire of Tue>dav morning in the store
of E. H. Colby. The jurymen are diaries Baker,
Emery Boardman and A. A. Howes. They met

A.

J.

“Florence and the

oyster slipper at Mr. Freeman
W. Shepperd’s, Belfast, this (Thursday
evening,
for the benefit of the Sunday school at Poor's Mills.
The invitation is general and it i.- hoped the school

Battery to the (Jump
ice, upon which
The rfay gener-

will engage

of lectures will be

course

the church

at

21st, by Rev.

people to the frequency of disagree

There will bean

solid held of
the other day.
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The last of the M. E.

very acceptable after a
week of stormy and cloudy weather. The continuous good travelling lias, however, gone far toward
was

Morison, of Phiibrook, Montana, has
sale,

advertised his store and hotel In that place for
In order to have more time for other business.

three years.

his hands.

on

sunshine

Francis, of this city, has invented
boys
skating
ally, however, has been clear >f any save the thin machine for displaying shoes in his store w indow.
Two shoes are placed on pedestals which slowly
l e which forms at night to disappear during the
day, and sailing vessels have not been obstructed, j revolves showing all parts of the shoe-. The apparatus will be in operation next week.
T ie learner has mad
her regular landing- a- far

•*
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line from the

a

were
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Sunday’s

trade with the

«.round wharf is

greater number

a

(Jo., Baker & Shales,
named, are connect-

by telephone.

Mr. E. J.

sion last week for the purpose of revising the jury
box. The law requires that this be done once in

says he has nineteen paupers at his place,
calls from others, and that he never had

good thing generally.

a

poor,
besides

numerous

Mr. II. d.

that the
a little.

owners

Ilayford, keeper

is all the rage in this city.
The patients are not boiled; tin: hot water is taken
internally. It is supposed to aid dige.-tion and to
cure

Locke, of this city, has quite a large
stone cutters in furnishing them
with eye glasses.
The workmen wear what is
known as the miller’s glasses to protect their eyes
from the particles of steel and stone which Ily from
their work. The line particles of steel are very destructive and will destroy a pair of glasses in a few

as

interests of the count ry. That fhe tariff should
Some 1’eatuiv-of the Dingley lull were retained,
not be disturbed is what the labor interests demaud. The two questions nr so closely con- other- modified, and new ones added. Thi
about
It i> had enough to he robbed undercover of nected that the one must be intlueneed and
govbill was report* d to the Senate by Mr. Frye on
pected to come
the law. and to have to go without needed im- erned by tin- other, and it is the tariff that must
ports south ol
1: -t. It- main features arc as fol; In governed by ilie labor interests.
The labor Thursday
have contracts to lid for southern markets.
provements because of such robbery, but when interesis must be
j
Brie s are
thoroughly investigated, and lows :
xpi et- i io be low. hut 1 lie Bangor
it i> charged up against the morals of the poo- tin* tariff adjusted to meet the requirem nt- t
ie- men w ill get as nigh a- any. for their ice is
It grants authority, under certain circumthe ease.
This is the only way to reach a sali— stances, lor an American
0! the cry h- >t quality
pa insult is added to injury. The victims arc
vessel to einplo' tn\
taclon solution of the problem.
1! is through oilie r, other Ilian a
an- now breeding 1 lambleioni.in with thorough
A. 1>. Horn and li. F. Oiiman. well-known
not all of one party.
captain, o! foreign birth.
The Republican, the
the tariff alone that the laboring man's .-ondili"U
bred 'lock. This make- a more symmetrical Imrse d'-a rs oi Maine, ■.■turned to FarmingI lie
>i the payment of advance
Democrat, tic (ireenbacker. the Fnsionist, may be improved, but the question must not be waire-prohibition
and tim r type."
ton on Thursday with til:y
under heavy penalties is extended !<>
untrained iiorses.
**\\ lio owns the finest
The question inii'l not be foreign a- \• I! a- American v*-m Is. A modioaching team here- which they b night ,:i 1 x:i* ;i few weeks sjnee. the Prohibitionist, every man who pays taxes. eternally agitated.
taken up until it can be
abouts F‘
These horses an* from mustang mares by a mi tiers from this condition of
di-posed of. licalion is m.ad* of the law ivspeci ing o months'
tilings and has Prolonged and uncertaineffectual!)
'•Well. 1 hav. s n the best four-in-hands in lv ill inky sire, and have been hared in a held
agitation is injurious. extra wages, repealing It in certain places and
like
eau.-e
fur
Reform
is
demanded,
complaint.
Kngland and 1* ranee at tie- raees, an i I an ot lotM) on a great rainhe near CoM.lia. They
Mr. Hopkins is a man of ability, lias repre- in others limiting it to one month. Those sertinn- of the R* vised Statute- relating to t!i«
confidently 'ay that im team lm.s \ r been w ill be trained and 1 reptnaal for market in the in the name of the people, but is opposed by sented his district in
Congress for many vears. assessment and collection
shown in Korop, equal to Mi. Lori Hard's four course of 1 he suuum r and fad.
Horn the organ of the party now in power. This
of a hospital tax
and as a member of the Labor Committee pre- !'■*•!)! seamen are to be
v its.
m
'limy ae Maiim horses. iivvryom amiOilman will re: urn > IVxas for another
repealed, and in their
show* that the first step towards reform must
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an tr-»: better than tiin-e minutes.
|o! ill t lit- course ol a fe\\ We: ks.
pared the hill above referred to in compliance 1 a *• it is provided that hereafter tie-marine
It is an easy matter for Hum. with sixteen
am; -meeting -|. !m Allen recently r* marki-d be in tie direction of replacing the present
hospital .-hall !» maintained at the * \pens* of
vv ith tin- petitions of the various labororganizathe I uited Siar**s. 'The hill further
passengtts on the roach. ever a good road, 1 to tin Wilton lb-eord : ‘‘I am about >!• years officials
providemen who will put a stop to the exby
tionsof
the
li
is
safe
to
infer,
there: u Login ml, t o j .g oil't vvi-lv'e
sill Ii as they hav
;
country,
lh.it ail articles of foreign produetioii tnav he
old. My general health is wry good, but I am
miles an hour without rising a hair.
troubled’ wi b my feet and Inn!;.*; they swell isting < vil>.
I fore, that he is quite a' well qualite-d t<» term withdrawn fr**m bonded warolious. f,»r tieami soim tiui'-s seem to be paralyzed.
It wa- stated tti tin- .Journal, and i> not de1 am
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ning t'• rone- nil. 1 limi lmn-h time to lead,
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times, hut m v»t before ijuite -o piickh..**
wholly or
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>ay- : "Hut if tax enough was not assessed the | ease.
\ fur buy.
in pa.
of foreign materials.
who
ha- returned from a trip in
required b\ tin family. TT»** wile wa-an in- tin North* 'ii
part of tIi-• Mai* reports that the I ople have not had the deticit to pay.’*
•\''te. 1 iidi’i- existing law the drawback is
valid. Many ot t In- « 1 • I id r- n took peculiar. irThe Fitz John Porter Case.
have h i.) good lu.-k this year.
In on*
applicable only to vessels built cutir« i\ of forHut they will have it to pay; the county
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litri<* turn-. Tie y near!) all liad remarkahiv trappers
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eign material.-. |
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Despite
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discussing the question of knife vs. fork. The
Good Samaritan in his neighborhood, lie writes
celebration will be postponed until July 4th.
after careful consideration by the Postmaster
1 elegraph is not a modern
Figures for Waldo Co. Tax-payers.
it: “Atiiloi'Hokos has proved highly |
paper.
respecting
The exports of the city of Portland for Jansatisfactory tome. One lady who was eon line* l to her General and the President of the various names
uary were $741,748.01 less than for December.
Expenses of the county in 1883.$18,274
The Lewiston Gazette has a new dress of
bed with Rheumatism was relieved In twenty-four
with the accompanying petitions.
James O’Brien, aged 35 and single, of East- hours after
Assessments. 14,000
beginning to take it, and lias not had a presented,
and looks as neat as a jiin. Other import, was drowned at Point Lapreaux Thurs- return of the disease. Numerous inquiries have
j *yP°
been
made of me for tlie remedy.”
The Montreal Carnival was a big thing on ice.
I
Balance against the county.
3.074 I provements are promised.
day.

reproof.
1

Belfast and

of

Coi’iKs.

"ami i.k

it goes, is well. The burden must*be so
placed that capital will be willing to invest
in shipping. He considered that the limited
liability act had much to do in frightening oil’
capitalists. Mr. 1). I). Kelley, of East Boston, thought tin* bill did not go far enough, but
far

1

find in the last
report of the county treasurer. We have a
peaceful, law-abiding p< pulation. mainly devoted to agriculture, and containing but a small

A former Bangor man writing from New
Tacoma. Washington Territory. adv ises Maim
people .o sjay at home. Ib- says the landholders and railroads impose on :h»- public by bolding our in lu a ni'-nt' which an* not fulfil lt d.
He s:ates that lie Northern Baeilie road after
h aving >:. Baiil is run in a way which calls for

s

News

Interest.

Treasury Department. The hill provid* for a
commissioner of navigation and assigns to the
bureau charge of all matter'* relating to vessels
and seamen now supervised by the register's office and the navigation di\ Dion, ami directs the
chief to investigate the operations of the laws
relative to navigation and annually report to
the Treasury Department such particulars a>
may, in his judgment, admit of improvement,
or may require amendment.
'The eonimittet
authorized Mr. Long to favorably n port a bill
relating to shipping commissioners. Tii Dili
provides that vessels making regular trips may
ship seamen for a stated lime or may le-hip
them w it hour paying additimial fees to shipping
worse condition than th
y have been for v< ar>. commissioners. Wedne-day. the bill), was :i-Ten years ago the) were in prosperous condition : they were building themselves bone s and "igued for a public hearing of the Dingh y Piloteducating their children: but to-day many an* age bill, which provides that C. S. Inspectors
out of employment and others are earning
may appoint 1’. s. Pilots for American sailing
scarcely enough to support their families and vessels in the
same manner as they now appoint
have to take their children from school.
What is the cause of this!'
pilots for steam vessels, ami that a vessel emThis condition i' brought about by tin- uncerploying such Cnited Mates pilots need not emtainty in tin* minds of the proprietors of the
various mills, foundries, factories, mines, te., ploy a state pilot. lr also provide-; that a sailconcerning the probable tariff legislation. It is. ing vessel, in tow of a steamer in charge of a
in short, brought about by the agitation of tin- l >.
pilot shall not be obliged to employ a
taiiff question.
Manufacturers will not buv
material upon which a heav y duly is paid when state pilot. Tie* 1 sth is assigned for a vote in
there is a probability before hi** manufactured the committee oil tHt* free ship bill.
products are s,,|<| that material will he freed
The S nate Committee on Comm* ice has
from duty, and he will be forced to s< H hi*goods
below cost to compete with the free goods in prepared a new bill for the relief of American
the market. A positive system, whether free "Slipping, as a substitute for all the various
trade or protection, is belter for the business bill- referred I** it on ih«- same
general -uhi*

this connection the relative proportion of
the enunty taxes paid by the city of Belfast is

den of Fort land.

■

Shipping

of vessels should be limited to the proportion of their interest, so that one owner shall
not become liable on the obligations of others.
Capt. G. C. Goss, of Bath, said that the bill, as

Republican then and there was a Republican President, in the White House, and although
the bill was defeated by Republican etfor >,
while it was in preparation there was just such
an uneasy feeling in business circles :t» now exists and nearly every branch of trade and industry vva> affected. Leading business men in
the principal cities were practically unanimous
in testifv ing at that time that there could be no
revival of business until Congress adjourned or
the tariff question was settled one way or the
other.
We have at hand later testimony of tiesame tenor from a Democratic source.
Representative Hopkins (Deni.) of Pennsylvania,
whose district includes the manufacturing city
of Pittsburg, 1ms prepared a hill providing for
the enforcement of the eight hour law. and in
th«* course of an interview in Washington tinother day he said to a reporter:
The laborers of this country are to-day in a

In

for pension.
News has been rceeiv. d of tile death in Dresden. (iermany. of Dr. Daniel ioilin Burleigh.
Dr. Burleigh was a grad;, ite of Bow.l ea. class
■I ls‘)S
Among his classmates w < r- .lonathan
BrimCile-y d Boeki.aud; Nathan Cleaves.
Buhl' W ashburn !>• ring and Francis Fessen-

■

American

ers

was

peiises in

tlie

uliam Wardwell. tin* professional
phiumthroni't and prison reformer, has just
been senie iced to one y ear in jail for libelling
>in rili’ >|
of W1 >I'eesti■; county
Mass.
W a id we I! was form-lay a resident of Bueksport.
An exchange states that all soldiers that aiv
drawing a pension for rupture are entitled to a
truss from tin* Covcrnment every two wars
and six months, and can be supplied with the
same by applying to any examining surgeon

a

The

The agitation, in and out of Congress, of the
question of aid to our shipping interest can
hardly fail to result in some good. At tin-meeting of the New England Ship Owners Association in Boston last week resolutions were ad-

the Free Trade League for the then chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee, and who
occupies the same position to-day. The Senate

past years were greater or less than
now i> entirely beside ’lie question.
We cmnot rectify past abuses, if any existed.
It is
present evils that are under consideration: and
1 Id question is. Shall they be allowed to continue to plunge tin* county deeper and deeper
in debt and to lay still heavier burdens upon
\

petitioners.

ill >i:si S.

Depression.

A like effect was produced in INTO. when the
Democrats had control of the House and attempted to pass what was known as the Morrison tariff hill, which was prepared by order ot

Finances.

(o

Colquitt of (Georgia.
Dr. oration, who achieved notoriety as the
champion liar while the Bidd'ford hair-andblood m\ sterv lasted, i' accused of slealing a
watch from Wilbur < ioddard of Fast Boston,
who was a guest at the doctor’s looms in Bidd* tord on a recent evening.
The raiiroad commissioners have refus-d
their eoiiseut to tin- Franklin and 'somerset
railroad. Th" commissioners say they do not
i»elie\e that convenience or necessity re(juires
the ci»iistniei■ in of the road prayed for by th

well-known hai-'i
in naiive st, ,-k. am. who crosses the •• ••an freq'.imi'.x '•• j a: ! as I.ui ,qiean hill's, -a, \,j a
Ni vv V«*!'K >un j-,-porter <airing a recent hat
about American coaches :
■•There is a remarkable all for line coach
horses, vv. rand supply on.-quarter -.1 the
d-mand. Dwii in Maim* they are beginning
t<>
hived InU'si's again thai were in fashion
Maine horses step
twiiny-tiv
year- ago.
ill! i. '. tin
n v\
much t hat it < alls, s ill. ill
m -\
in r -i.iiiiimu'< freely than ! hose
rais
wai nu r «1 Do
'puis male their
< sti
more Jlexib'e and imparts ;ivat knee aeiionF'
•What sio, k ar«.-they bre« from:"
••Tin- i,id Morgan cr-.**. K, "\. Flying Fat on
and the Dr.-vv stock. T e
make the In si
eoaciiiTs of any country
Tlu-y have wonderful high aetimi. an always level le aded, am!
p(»ss. s> remaikable intelligence. vvhhmit any
fooiishiu'ss. Vmi rarely find one that a lady
eau* drive. Iv utueky contributes some very
line horses, but they hav Hot the illlel'igenet
am: even disposi i«»n
,f V aim lion—.
Pla y
<ei.r_'

—

or

Mr.

Business

country—hut this does not alter the fact that
the present tariff agitation has injuriously affected business and manufacturing enterprises;
and tin* Morrison tariff hill, reported last week,
has simply made a had matter worse.

Main street. M. 1*. .Woodcock & Son, Main street.
1>. I*. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
sears port.—a.,
he Post Office. Mr. C. E.
Adam-, is authorized to receive subscriptions and
advertisements.
Bi « kspokt.—R. 11. Emery & Co.
Winteuport.—E. M. I tali.
F. Lewis.
Camden

ado ov< r unimportant details, and the assumption of superior wisdom and knowledge peculiar to our contemporary, are all that is offered
in controv-erf ion of facts and figures taken from
the report of the county treasurer and easily
a. ri sible to
Whether the county
every one.

>-

of

the Se&rsport Il«>u>e.
evening last week.
in Burgess
Miss Juliette Wiggin, principal of the South In- |
The house of Judson Davis at Appleton, was
Tony Denier’s Huinpty Dumpty combination
opted endorsing the Dingley shipping bill, now
termediate school is ill, and her place is tempora- totally destroyed by lire Sunday with contents.
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.Editor. there is a Republican Senate and a Republican before Congress, in its main features, but sug- played to a l ull house in Belfast on Thursday evenLoss, $2000. No insurance.
rily supplied by Miss Lois Lothrop.
ing last. It was a good performance.
Rl'SSELL (t. DYER.Local Editor. President in the way of Democratic tariff legisgesting that section 10, relating l > advance
Mr. Charles li. Hazelline, of this city,has bought
Accidkxt. Mrs. Henry C. Gray, of this city, fell
lation. It is true that there is a Republican maforce
is
St.
Y'ale.ntine’s.
The
Boat
ollice
To-day
wages to seamen, should limit the application of
on Spring street while going home from church on
in Brocks a very handsome horse to mate his KenSingle Copies of the Journal
jority in the Senate, and that we have a Repub- the section to ports of the Cnited States; and it will he busy for a day or two, delivering sweet
tucky roadster, and the animals make a pretty span.
Sunday evening, and broke her arm.
may Ik* had at the following places:
missives, and some others that are not so sweet.
lican President—and a good thing it is for the was further
Bi
ast.—Journal Office. J. S. (.'aidwell & Co., i
resolved, that the liability of ownThe Mayor and Board of Aldermen were in sesof the Belfast
Harrison

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

meeting of the trustees of the
Kennebec County Agricultural Sn-i.-ty. it was
N oted to holt! the next show and fair on Tin
day, Wednesday and I’hursday. September
;>*»;li. October 1st and I'd, 1>N4.
Among the speakers who are expeejed to
enter the prohibitory ann ndmi lit campaign tin<‘oming summer are Mi'. Svm ii' oi Boston.
x-Co\. rnor >;. dolm of Kansas and (uivern-

ter and guide.
At a recent

e

MAIM

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

The Prog. Age. as a matter of course, comes
the rescue of its fusion friends in the matter
of the county finances, hut the weakness of its
<h i< nee is surprising. A few quibbles, much

a

Causes

We recently spoke of the present business depression as due to the triumph of the free trade
faction in organizing the Democratic. House.
The Prog. Age and other free trade organs,
with unnecessary warmth, pronounced this
view of the question absurd. Why. said they,

BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14,1884.

liieh, of Bethel, is preparing for
book of bis personal xperienees
and adventures in tin* Bangely lake region,
where In spent some twenty-live years as hun-

—

I

ening.

Mr- d.(i.

publication,

■

V not

e\

The

RGITBL1UAX JOURNAL

1

lodge

:iti 111

1

of it,id

A

A

M. have

weather,

tin 1.

d noti.-c i>gi\cn t the traternity
W, M. that the hall will now he

L. Miliiken has bi-en

appointed on the Committee I "P'-ne'l every Wednesday evening for special inm
-tta.Lbm in the work of the order_flic Wood
Department of .In.
lemp,,.r lodge has long been languishing, Imt a
[important omtnitl.ee Mr. M. was ».|*|»*-im•
ov
[ re.pu'st oi tin Ih-puhliean memhors. w hieh
pubiii meeting i- io he he’ei at l tiion eliureh tiii.that In- industry and ability are .appreeia'e
Wednesday! evening with an address by It. c.
< apt. Winlield
Pendleton, of i-lc.-boro,
1«Ttey ot Wintlirop, and it is ..te l that the o|.l
-tell.". M. Kenyon, was ii
1
Belfast on Ti
df*1 a HI be revived or a new one instituted.
on

K.xpeiniitun

in the

1

[

|

troni New York. While at Pensacola a few
ago he fell into the hold of the ve-sel ai-d r•

! right wrist,
the
on

et

and has not yet fully recover, d P m
.The .Journal had a very p!< asant n'

injury
Thursday from Mr II. 1». Wardw.-ll, of pen..'

scot, who

1

was on his way home from North Hawn
where he has been teaching school. Mr W
due
is ,a thorough teacher, and a good newspaper e..ras
the
readers
ot
the
Journal have rearespoudent,

know....Mr Lovett O’Conner, son of the
l;ite Mrs. -amuel Hanson, of tills. «• ity, is now in Peifast, looking up matters relating to property left by

son to

his mother.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. l’ote are in
Belfast on a short visit. Mr. 1’ ite i- steward of
steamer Penobscot and will join that boat about
March lir.-t.\nmld Harris returned home la-t
week from New York

’.‘ini'

number

people attended the public
Templar lodge at Jack.-on
riiursday evening, ami report a large in -.-t
big with very interesting literary exercises.
It has been quite sickly in town from various
cause.-* lately.
Mr- Margaret Parsons, who has
lately come home from Colorado, is reported to he
dangerously sick ; Mr.-. Louisa Cilley has been under the doctor's rare; Mrs. Daniel Lang is said to
he very ill; John M. Dow, Daniel Jones,and others
a

meeting

k•

mmimproved in health
Cap:. Frank Homer, of sh anier Katahdin, is at his
home in Bucksport awaiting the repairs and alterations on In- boat.
He has been eonlined to bis
► house
by sickness, but is about again_Mr. W. N.
l owle, clerk at the Fort Point House last season,
will have charge of the olU-e at the new kineo
House, Moosehead Lake.Walter Perry, son of
Augustus Perry, is visiting his father in this city.
Walter is in business witli his brother at Fargo,
Dakota-Miss Mary Bickford, teacher of the
(Grammar school is ill, and her brother Charles
takes her place.
Miss B. Is not seriously ill.
...

of

th

ot

our

Hood

la.-t

of

our

rooms

older citizens have been contlued to their

by various ailments, the rough, cold climate

of Maine bring hard on those who have chronic
complaints.V well known citizen of this tow n

got left at Thorndike .Station the other evening, hut
was smuggled by friends into a room where they
were raising something and was taken so good care
of that he came home the next morning sober. And
that leads us 1 remark that the members of “Say
ward” lodge, i. O. (• T Thorndike Station, have
by request of members of the order in Brooks, consented to give a dramatic entertainment here,
Friday evening, Feh. 22nd, at ltieh's Hall. The entertainment has drawn large audiences in their
own town.
They have taken special pains to improve upon the rendering already given, and there
is without doubt a rich treat (no pun) in store for
us.
Let us encourage local talent and give them a
>

full house.

Locals.

bearsport

Mrs. Annie t’rooker arrived

Fifty

hy train Monday.

days of continuous good sleighing.

two

Mr. Clement

Is

Stevens

Portland, is supposed to have been the

fever.
apt. l>. II. Blake has been euite
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could
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Mi" 1 >olly Smith slipped and fell
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Kl.ir; lye «,im,'-. Jlst ii-fint.
Mr. F. 11.
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An oyster supper
the head of the table was Mr.
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the time
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Hr.v. Mr
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can

Plymouth
day of January

sold

|

luriii-i.:

season

than

n<-■ iriy

$a<)o.

milk

*i

milk for tin*

more

y one
Albert

amounting

Thompson
$!>'-.

!•■

Wi\tku»*okt

iIi>. milk amounted

man.

an

factory tint past

was

t"

the next, his

leap year ball was given at the
i)
f iiow’« ball on Thursday night, t*y the wives
aad
aii-hter- of the members, to which the
M

invited.

It i<

well known fact, that
the orders aforesaid know how to get up a rousing
i-

were

!.-

a

good time, and it is only necessary

give the

to

very efficient committee of arrange,
prove that this was not an exception.
They were Mrs. Abhie Sproul, Mrs. Estelle Hutch,
iiison. Mr
Annie Iiill, Mrs. Nellie Fernald, Miss
tin

!

•on.

nonts

to

Walker, and Miss -logie Dunton. They were
all tastefully dressed alike for the occasion, and
the hall was prettily decorate*; aud draped with
hunting. <.oo*l music, dancing, ami plenty of fun
w as the order of the evening.
Coffee, cake, ami
apples were served by the committee, and the
gentlemen received every possible attention from
Ada

the ladies.

Thy comments

heard

on

all sides

as

they

broke up we it- : “The very best time of the sea-•*n .”
‘Never had so much fui; in my life,”etc.,
etc...

The lecture

by Kev. Mr. Alexander

was

well

attemied ami very much liked. The lecture which
was to have been given by Itev. C- A. Plumer was
postponed on account of the storm and will be

given

on

in

he

t<>

14th

Tuesday evening of next week..There
a masquerade ball at Curtis’ hall on the

for the benefit of the

Society, and

Village Improvement

evening of the 22d there will he
given at the Cong, church by
members of the two societies, Cong, and Methodist.

a

A

on

the

“War Concert”

very

pleasing

consisting of
ami

a

programme has

l»een

arranged,

songs, refutations, tableaux, etc.
full house and a good lime are confidently
army

expected ...Mrs. Stephen Perkins died of consumption on Wednesday last at Eiliugwood’s Corner ami was buried on Saturday afternoon.
She
leaves a young husband and little child, ami many
friends to
died

on

noon.

her loss—Mrs. Patrick Sweeney
Tuesday ami was buried on Friday aftermourn

Funeral services

.Jimmie McBride

a

at

little

the

Catholic church.

boy about eleven years

old, died very suddenly on Saturday of convulsions
-Mr. Byard, and a little sou of Capt. Minot
Lowe, have both been very sick with pneumonia,
hut are getting better.
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Apple.-

Beef, corned, P It*,
Butter Salt, P box,
Corn P bush,
racked Corn P bush,
< orn Meal P bush,

Lillie f- bbl,
1.10
_’u Oat Meal P tb,
.Vain
7s Onions P .T>,
7> <>iI,Kerosene,'Pga 1,1 y 17^ Pollock P tb,
t a I 1.
(.'heesePtb,
14yl> Pork P tb,
lbyii
Cotton Seed P ewt,
I.bb Piaster P bbl,
f.lu
Cotilish, dry, P lb,
ay7 Bye Meal P tt».
Cranberries, P qt, 12y»b •shorts P ewt,
Lib
Clover -eelj p It».
.1 (l'In Sugar p tb,
sy:i
Flour P bbl,
"to
j. 'i'. L, P hush,
t).t)0yAvon
to
II.<«. Sfftl pbu, -J hm 2.2b s. Pot aloe- P tb,
Lard P lb,
ln«11 Wheat Meal P tb.
lyf..

"Man’s average life i.live.

savs
ji>i\mue
tSuit’s

>

11,(1011 yards.

i,’ough Sy nip \viii aivvay

Tiie Hamburg American line steamer Frisea.
hi- h h ave- Hamburg.
Wednesday, will bear
i" America the remain- of Lieut, j),
Long and
comrade* of the Jeannette.
w

Best

At C l-4c. per

Emery Hall,
a

Id:■.•k.-|i<»rif i- being tr.iii-1 -niicd into
skating rink, and will have the novelty >f two

distinct floors for skaters.

The

in the

gallery
temporary gallery built
seals

being removi-d, and a
the stage—which can he moved when tin-

ire

•erohs

of the hall is desired for other purposes, mak-

ing a floor fifteen feet in width extending entirely
ill be one of
complete
nnk- :ii ilii -cction
They are
and the -hall will • »>.- dedicated

around tin- hall.

Whet:

the best

it

w

skating
completed
Wednesday evening of tlii< work

now

'I lie rink will

out with an entirely new set « f approved
style of skates. The Uiicksport corm t hand will
i<-h week, but the rink
play a number of evenings
will tie open every day and evening except 'Sundays.
It is contemplated t<» make this hall m.-wer the
purpose of a gymnasium also, h\ addin., the proper
apparatus.Our Grand Army is to h ne a camplire at Emery Hall on ttie 2bth of Man li.The

start

■

painting presented to the art club of Banyear or two ago, by our artist Fred II. Moses,

line oil
gor

a

now

has

the wall of the
place
It attracts much attenti on so *ays

honorable

an

on

public library.
the Commercial.Miss May Lincoln, of Bangor,
is visiting her friend Miss Alice Gardner. During
her stay she will give instructions in flower paint
fug, in all its branches. Her decoration of china is
very artistic. She has quite a number of delighted
pupils already-Our sweet singer is meeting with
marked

success

Chronicle
tractions

at

of

in

Dee.

England.
27th,

the Theatre

The

says:

Uoyai are

Manchester

"Blit
not

c

the

onfined

atto

beauties of scenery and dress, for does not the
company include Miss Dora Wiley whose delight
artistic singing leads one to suppose whilst
listening to the sweet strains of her melodious
voice, that he has mistaken Charles Halle's con-

fully
cert

room

for the theatre.”

The Courier and the

Times of the same city speak in the highest terms of
both her acting and singing.Dr. A. of Winteiport has sent
in which my

from the Boston Journal

me a

slip

joke

with sister

cut

Lanpher

was

com-

mented upon. The Dr. suggested that a l lucksport
store would be a lit place fur the praying temperance bands to hold forth Instead of a grog shop.
.mow what H Mrs. L. did give me a wink, when I
asked her for another dish of wine jelly > It was
only saying—this is just as good a scan be made with
trine—The
of the w hole joke lies in the fact
that Mrs. L. has not had a drop of any kind of
spirit in her house for more than forty years and
contends that there is no need of it. 'she has
raised quite a family in the meantime, too, and has
always been one of the out and outers on the rum

pith

question.

|

8MI.ED.

Pensacola, 1-«*l>. 4tli.
WaiTi

n,

N

\\

Cleared

h.

L. A.

York.

Lewis,

Georgetown, Fob. 1th. Arrived sell. Hattie MoG.
She arrived at
Bmk, Putnam, Guadaloupc.

IJiH-ksville next du\.
New York, Feb. 4th. Cleared sell. Florence Loland, Adam-, Matanzas. Loading ships Levi >.
Burgess, >larrelt, lor Antwerp; Susan (.ilmoiv,
Carver, lor Sydney, N. s. \V.; Samaria, Gilmore,
Felt. sth.
Clean’d brig David Bugbce,
Oregon.
>b*wei>, st. Thomas: seh. Mark Pendleton, Knowl:"n, Port do 1'ai.x. h ob. luih. Arrived, ship Lois

Walsh, Blanchard, Hamburg.
Jacksonville, Fob. Oth. cleared sell. Nellie S.
Piokeriiig. Flowers, New York; sell. >t. Johns,
tiibnoiv, Phihelelphia.
Port D Deo very, Jan. 2sth. in port loading ship
J*hiin*as Poinlleion, Blanchard, tort allao.

Baltimore, Feb Oth. Cleared sell. Susan V Pickling, Haskell, Deniarara. Feb. Till. Sailed sell.
Diono. Patterson, Jacksonville. Felt. HIh. Cleared
'•on. \\ m. i-rederiek,
Patterson, Cardenas.
Dario,;, Fob. 7th. Cleared seh. 11. J. Cottrell,
Ilaskell, Now ^ ork.
Pa»od the Hell Gale, Fob. Sth, seh. Charlotte T.
Sibloj. Bartlett, for Boston.
FOREIGN

Bonleaux, Fob. 2d.

FORTH.

Sailed

ship

It.

P.

Buck,

Carver, Now York.
Matanzas, Felt. 1st. Sailed seh. A. D. Knight.
Drinkwater. Now York.
Cardonas, Jan. 31st. Cleared seh. May O'Neil,
Hart, for Delaware Breakwater.
< ;%iiz, Jan. 31st.
Sailed bark Fred K. Hiehards,

Thorndike, Boothbay.
MARITIME MISCELLANY

Movements of

shipping through Long

LAItciH <T< K K of Horse

Unit

carry

only

In Castine, Jan. 21st, by Rev. \. IV Wardwell,
Arthur C. Freeman,of Bucki-port, and Mi" Fannie
F Patchin, of'Castine. Jan. 2-dh, by-the same, dob
T. Tolman, of Vinalhaven, and Miss Lucy A. Webster, of Castine.
In Medlield, Mass Jan. 27th, Mr. Augustus A.
swectlaml,of Boston, ami Iiannie M. Southard, of

Rockport..

In Rockland, Feb. 7th, Frank il. .Johnson and
Susie S. Boring, both of Rockland.
In Washington, Feb. 2d, J. T. Boynton and Mrs.
N 'liie T. Shattuek, both of Washington.
in Rockland, Feb. 2d, Alfred C. Cobb, of Brunswick, ami Annie L. Rich, of Rockland.
In Augusta, Feb. 1st, Albert E. Pease, of Appleton, and Jennie L. Files, of Augusta.
In Rockland, Jan. .‘list, t.eorge B. Delano, of
Searsport. and Margaret Pinkham, of Rockland.
In Warren, Jan. Jlst, Win. J. Burton and Clara
K. Wotton, lioth of Warren.
In Wahloboro, Jan. 28th, Martin M. Hodgkins
and Mrs. Mary A. Flanders, both of Wahloboro.
In Warren, Jan. UH.li, A. C. Doty, of Warren, and
Casbie E. A»-horn, of Cnion.
In Brooklyn, N V., Jan. loth, E. Herbert Elwell,
of Rockland, and Emily I Drummond, of Brooklyn.
In Ellsworth, Jan. .‘list, Mr. Charles L. Moruiig
and Miss Carrie E. Stevens, both of Ellsworth.
In Rockport, Feb. 7th, by Rev. W. F. Chase. Mr.
Davids. Kent and Miss Ida Millay, both of Rockport. Feb. Oth, John B. Merchant and Miss Emma
Bryant, both of Rockport.

Island and
Vineyard Sounds, and from Cape Cod to the eastern shores have been seriously interfered with tin*
past, week by dense togs.
The Portland pilots will circulate a petition that
Portland Head Light he restored, and if the petition fail will ask residents on the Cape shore to put
out the light- on the shore side of their
dwellings.
The new seh. Rachel & Maud, built in the yard of
Mr. Bean, at Camden, was launched 12th inst.
she is 150 ft. long, 35 ft. beam, 12.0 deep, and registers 400 tons gross. Capt. Kills Bickmore, of st.
DIED.
George, is to command her. She is owned by parties in Camden and Providence, and will hail from
the latter port
In this city, Feb. oth, Cora Hill, aged 12 years.
•S< h. Laura K. Messer, which has been repairing
In Brooksville, Jan. 21st, James Bakeman, aged
•hi
the railway at Rockland, has been supplied j 75 years.
with new lower keel and keelson, many hanging
hi Kuckland, Full. 4tli, KuIjucuh ISIuukliigtoii, agfil
and lodging knees, and 300 new timbers, and has 70 years and 7 months.
been thoroughly fastened throughout. The cost of
In Rockland, Feb. 4th, Ichubod A. Howard, a native of Phillips, aged til* years.
repairs will exceed $12,000.
In Rockland, Feb. 2d, John Fitzgerald, aged 08
The Georges river is open to navigation up to
Thomaston. Three vessels sailed Thursday.
years.
The ship Andrew Jackson of Thomaston, Capt.
In Rockland, Feb. 2d, Lucy, widow of Robert
J. II. Kelleran, from Cardlfl' for Coquimbo, hail Jameson, of South Thomaston, aged s!» years.
not arrived at her port of destination on Dee. sth.
In Somerville, Mass., Jan. 2iMh, Mrs. Julia A.
She had then been PM) days out, and it is feared
Law, of Washington, Me., aged 57 years.
In Wahloboro, Jan. 25th, Jennie M., daughter of
that she is lost. The captain’s wife and two children were with him. The ship registered 2005 tons, Jackson Russell, aged 0 years and 2 months.
In Deer Isle, Jan. 22d, Henry Allen, aged JUyears
and was built in lSGf> in Thomaston, where she is
and 10 months.
owned.
In Bluehill, Jan. 24th, Mrs. Eli N. lilagdon, aged
Two hundred and thirty four American vessels
in the foreign carrying trade cleared from Maine
In Bluehill, Jan. 27th, Capt. Morrill Dodge, aged
district.-' during the quarter, as follows: 5 from !
Bangor;! from Bath; 00 from Maehias; 04 from | about 70 years.
Passamaquoddy; 55 from Portland; 13from Waldo- • In Bluehill, Jan. 2‘Jth, John II. Hinckley, iiged
about :40 years.
boro and 1 from Wiscasset

Goods, such

as

We cannot

two column advertisement

a

-lock of hr

to describe

is too

large and varied.

our

Dress hoods

Look

at

pri<s !

price

Hand of

&c.

E.

L.

at 2,7c. per

yard,

Robes & Burial Habits

are

closed and

At

per yard.
and are sidd

Son,

made,

agree

to

ISelfast, Fell. It. 1^1.—-imT

marked down

/.7c. per

to

from tide,

as

The prices

on

12

at

SAVES LABOK, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY’, and gives universal satisfaction.
N'o family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWAKEof imitations
well designed to mislead. 1’EAKLINK is the
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YOIIK.
JGteowTis

At

tl‘1711, 1st,

there will be

SILKS!

as

an

indications

ijrmlc.s of irork, which
I uni ilcsiruns of hn riny ininle within a few weeks,
1 liner oil

that

advance of 10c. per yard

v‘-

every where.

XO II I'TTOXS to sew on.

SILKS!

81 & 83 Main Street,

SILKS!

City Biock,

Belfast, .T.tn. 21, isx.1.—iff

Sawing
Monarch

MKLFA8T.

at

only !<»'■. per

nil

I it n

thi-

at

Sen ton

tirade Easv
Machine!

yar'I.

>nly

We

priee

2S inches wide.

Dining

WAY tie

EVERY

a good, serviceThey may lie found on
counters in prices at

able dress.
our

••

Wood, Cottage

A. S. HEAL, Lincolnvill*-,
eral Agent for Waldo (o.

tt French

I have
one

silk this

See that your
bears the brand

of these.

one

Equally

contemplating purchasing a
season shouldn’t fail to buy

ture

low in

price. Other goods in the f 11 miprices than can he bought

line at lower

at any other place in the city.
and see for yourselves.

silk

CEO.

DePROUX &

«>«» Main

“Our Monopoly.”
Belfast,

jail.

50

Ct«.

Sale!

per

Tampa, Florida.

Bn&hel.

WANTFO
VYHlv I

They are 10 clays earlier than Early Ito.se, and I with reference,
yielded one-third mure last year planted wide by I Gw7*
side, with the same chance, and for table use they
can’t be beat. Shape and color similar to tin* Early
Itose.

Yours

E. L. BE AX.
Feb.

14,1884.—12w 7

respectfully,

Seursmont,

Me.

Street,

The subscriber will sell the house
and land on Congress Street known
as
the homestead of the late
SAMUEL B. HANSON. Said house
is 1story with two ells, and designe 1 for two families, with V* acre of land and
valuahl Orchard. Also the two story house located (ui North port Avenue, and known as the MAHONEY place. The above property will be sold
I». 1*. FIELD.
low for cash.
Belfast, Feh. 12, 1884.—4w7

CLARKS No. ONE
At

CO.,

FOR SALE.

14,1884.—Siv7

For

4t4

Directly opposite A. C Burgess’ Hardware Store,
BELFAST
MAINE.

JOHNSON & CO.

H. H

Come

A WHITE WOMAN OR (HBL to
general housework. Address

MBS. WM. A. MORRISON.

Caution.

WIFE ELDORA M. FLANDERS having
abandoned me without cause I hereby forbid
I any person trusting her on my account.
IRA 1. FLANDERS.

MV

1

Morrill, Feb. 13,1884.—3w7*

Waldo (o.. Me., Hen2teow7

Scissors & Shears!

$1.25, $1.47', $1.87' & $2,121. BEDSTEADS
any

Foie irood>,

U

at

Hdkfs.,

worth TV.

l.

at

Ham burgs!

Hamburg's !!

price

Hamburg's!!!
$300

wor;n

make

a

v

i-i

ro.

I ‘L!« IALT\
under tlie

■

ivetl, and
"t

we pr*>p.»-.- t
the lot and e|o~.-ihem

regular priv.

Yds.

CURTAIN

:»hc.

per

Curtain Cornice Extension.

yard.

Jutes &

Quality

Standard Prints
>nly

$i.so

Nottingham Laces

w-

Opaque Curtains.
FI \ 11 i:i*>

on

hand

2000 \ ils. Wide Ribbons
Only Se. per yard.

Prints

Shirting*
per

7

per yard.

.'■>•.

1 Case Merrimac Standard

Only

POLES,

$1, FI tony I’.ra-- Trimming'. £1

yard, worth

><\

DRESS SATINES

Yds.

1.000

Remnant Prints,

-/

<

»nly TV. p.

r

yard.

/-*■•

UNDERWEAR
Yds.

LINEN

CRASH,

20 inches

\\

ide,

I'or Latins ttatl (Scats.
II

been marked way down to elose
lire broken lot*.

ive

out

the

en

m\

WO OLENS

Yards

For Min .(
Look at

our 25c.,

wide, r»c.

Hoys'

II inr.

•*»"«'., dee. and 7V. Cassinieres, they

arc

surprisingly

low.

200 Doz. Linen Towels
t

>

Indies

long, 21 inches with*, 12‘4e.

sr, mw Chicago,

Rocltii CHairs to inatcli, 75c.
Hard

Linen Hemstitch-id

mit

Wfkkay,Portage,Mich .writes “Am mm h pleased v- *<;
the MONARCH LIGHTNING SAWING M ACHIN'.
1 sawed otl a :.0-irif1il.)gin •Jminut.-.
}
.-mwirvi...into suitable lengths for familyst. ve-wo.id, an lali-on
of log-cutting, ii is peerless anti i-.r.pval ;i
Ulusi tv
Catalogue, Free. AGENTS WANTED. M> mi-tn i*u.:

Chairs 145c.

f|»Tial lew |.ri.v«.

50 Doz. Ladies'

•.

Brown Coltoi

4 Cases Best

K\tra

years oin can saw mgs fast and easy

worth

Fir-t

Cotton Twilled Crash,
n noy id

arc

■•;,]

Biaek Wal nit,

1,000

quality
warrant in every particular
not to crack, to wear well and in
we

Those shirt*

$I

worth Inc.

*><•.,

1,000

a«n.ir. A A Great Savin* of
lrl“l'
Labor «& jilouey.

That go it ran buy Hard Wood,
brut rim, fire spindle, Jirst
That

7 •"»<*.

«*l

*■

Just rtivivfJ at

Sj,

IT IS A FACT

!'

I Case 12-4 Maiseilles Quilts

14

former

1.000

Lightning Sawing

-a

jl

a

Work

/mill for when complete. Make n/iWork nil/ lie
/ilieiltion iit once.
sent into the country by ears or
(i lAk I. (HIM li r.
stayes.

Burkett,

»•!

$125

la-retofon- -old

8ound, Stitched & Piped Pockets.

at tiiat date.

Geo. W.

We have the agency for

are

the low

hingham-

are

department before

Case

X

astonishing low price of 7*.per yard,

the

<

7.7c. per yard, the lowest price yet
reached, and we advise our patrons to

each

50 Iloz. Dent's Neckties

IN HARE OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

CARPETINGS
this

OOTFXSHETSt

«b

WASHIN'G4® BLE ACHIN G

Kxtra Superfine All-Wool

Splendid Corded

4000 Yds.

<

yard, changed

pair

yard.

tirst served.

eoine.

at

advertised last week.

purchase from

I Case

50c.

4 Bales 40 in Brown Button
best THING KNOWN

?‘.r*pii;
*T*$l

“

per

7'»r. and S7'.c

the be.-t

are

duplicate the good-

12 Bales if

THE

“

.

no.

I Cas’d? In, Bleached Cotton

no

Red Tabling

Turkey

Mstiu

Tlie-r

»i ..e.

At *>',(•. per

just opened, splendid tabling,
20c. per yard.

1

Searsmoat, .)/*

I Case of Linen Goods

always on hand. I 'LOIS \ L OKSif.VS of all descriptions, ami t IT FLOW Kits procured on short notice. also Flowers preserved. We have a full line
of photographs ol the different designs, to order
from, and can till all orders, promptly, and at
prices to suit.

All-Wool

GINGHAMS

to be obtained.

more

Blankets

1 Bale Colored

at

BEAN,

BrocaiE Silk & Linen Goods

grades, in the city, from 17'» to ‘200 caskets
always on hand, which we will sell lower than any
body in the city. Also a large assortment of

i.

Wool

ODS

\t

CASK.ETS

“

h

yard.

2000

not

All of the

Sc.

12 Prs. White

hood-: it

••--

at our

.*»0c. per

at

and one-halt' vards wide

COMPLETE line of

R. H. Coombs &

in

even

begin

Also

of all

TO

All-Wool Press Goods.

Only l.V per >kl-i

Whittendon

Oct. 11, ISS3.—fltf

at (> l-4c.. former

ONE W A lilt ANTED.

I Case of Canton, Renfrew and

And in conchi-ion say it is a stork of goods well
worth coining to >.t. This « on<vni is no humbug,
but is the genuine bug that will give you a good
trade and a square deal everv time.
Thanking the ..pic very kindly for their liberal
patronage in the past, I irusi my 'business transactions have been so conducted as to merit a continution of the same. Voms ivspeetfully,

4-4 Brown Cotton

care

plaid
lining,

Scotch Tarn

75c1

The

&c.

.lap Hobo from .$7.BO to $1 s.OO.
Wolf Kobe* from ,$'25dtO to $30.00.
Black Kobe's from ,$IB.00 to ,$30.00.
Lap llobcs from y2.s:> to ,$10.00.
Horse Blankets from 75c. to .$7.00.

.* I d5.

/I APR! ED.

;

a

Mats.

and

FILL and

75c., S7'..e., $1.00, $1.12*2 and $1.25.
>ilk is a good Dre^ Silk.

At

former

Halters, Surcingles. Whips. Foot

on

IS

BALL TARIT

Buffalo Robes. Lined & Unlined,

7 i-2c.. worth Idle. Another case of

satisfaction guaranteed in every case.
and attention given to conducting
fuueruls. Having had considerable experience in
the last jwo years, we feel that we can give perfect satisfaction in every ease. Sunday or night
calls answered at .1 L. sleeper's, at foot of square
oral It. II. Coomb's, on Northporl avenue.

■>

AMHItlCAN 1*0 It IS.

Also

yard.

received at 7.7c. ouch, regular price

the

Clothing Store,

KATS, CAPS,

its brunches promptly attended to, and
satisfaction guaranteed.
furniture repairing
done promptly and all work called for and delivered free of charge, within the city.

choice mediums, ham! picked, S'- <>a and some a k
S- 7uy2 7a; vcllow eyes, eastern improvetl, $:i :lby
a.b h it -. Sa in yA 17); red kidneys, £1 Jby
bu.
Potatoks—The market is dull and very <|iiiet at
'liiotalioiis; Aroo.slook ami il .niton, 47»ylSe, New
York and Vermont, 4){y4.‘>e; Nova Scotia, l iy lbe;
Burbank, I'ly iae; prolihe-, northern ami eastern,
toy4.”>e; Beauty of Hebron, la*.
AiM'l.KS—Tim market is linn at quotations; No. 1
baldvvins, $1 ’ay t f>0; some arc held higher and
some sell a little oil* from quotations; No. 1, s. 7by
:lplil)i; spys and kings,
.boya -jb. N.». I .^reeii
in^s, 5=1 Jay 1 bo; common fruit, in other word.-, pie
apples, sell lower than $2 bu.
H.w and SI KAW—The market i' steady at quo.
tations; fancy timothy i- selling at :?.7 P ton in
small lots both choice eastern and western; fair to
yrood, ^I.b aOyIt; bo; line hay, .flash* P ton; rye
straw, fitly M P ton; oat straw, ffSflit P ton.

fell. 7th. Mu. 11;< nuoiia, Hart., Iloston.
I' eh lot Ii.
-eh-, hay Jolit, Ho'ls'hm, Charleston :
I L. U iii' ii. Patleiviiall, llo-ton, Mary Farrow,
iloston;
oml-m,
Mary Kli/.a, liullock, l.ostmi.
i'eh. 11th. ( leared sell. City of lialtimorc, for
Jacksonville.

Quality,

hand.

5 Bales

IS

EVEID>

5 Pcs. Black Silks

From 88 50 to 821.00.

branches, promptly attended to. Embalming done in the most simple and thorough

IS

Only Hie. per ball.

Furnishing Goods,

Fruit of the Loom

in ali its

yard.

lCaseMte

DKUH I. BAKOAIN.

At 10e. and 12he. per

UNDERTAKING

These

heavy rich shades and warranted.

HEAD! MADE HL0THI1! All-Wool Dress
Flannels,
GHENT’S

in all

We

are

10 Pcs. of Black Dross Sis

one

Binghams,

2_'e.

e

ICase Straw Ticking

1

which i' lilted up in first class order, with nice
mirrors, dressing room, and plenty of light
to examine goods Itv.
I have opened
with a M-:\V LOT of

12 I-2c. per yard, changed
from 15c. advertised last week.

..

who have wituesse*! the dress rehearsals intimate
that it is full of funny points and situations_
Joseph B. Bradley we an* glad to -c* again on the

\nv

Only

XT pliolstering

Especial

the Journal.

on

$1.00 per yard, former price $1.25.

Silks

pleasure in informing my freindsaml
patrons, ami the people generally, that
I have opened a

CORNICES & POLES
constantly

At

I take

it.

of ail Kinds

BLOCK.

incite

FEATHER TICKINGS

elegant lint- of

o

use

v

ceed

Beds & IYiattresses

WINDOW

Cashmere
yard, worth 0*2la«*.

12per yard, former pri>

$1.47*2, worth $2.00. Our trade on this silk
has been marvelous, and it i> truly a WON-

state that our sales on this silk alone ex-

s

at

i|>j». .ii the to\\!i hall. Muimn* cornet band will
urni-h music :'<>r the ooca.-ion-Mr. .John Cood\i!i

An
year

0-go«.d, of

street. Although suffering greatly from nervous
troubles, be still take- an interest in ail the improve
JO cts. per
They
d lily visiamoiinliug t $10.go-Mr. M. F. Carter ha.- I meats in progress in our town. He i:ght f the K n'T} boyline pair of steers foi ! t‘>r to Finery Hall, where tin* noi.-e of tin- n.tmnurs
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.'JUu.'in
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and saw many of the sights of those fearful years, j
I was linaily discharged from disability, resulting
• rom sunstroke.
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splendid quality, worth $1.00.
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HANDLED GLASS LAMPS !
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500 YDS, SUMMER SILKS l Cass Aiitom A, C. A.
Feather Ticking.
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44 /-4c., 4.~ic. and ,~>Oc. per

to I he (IIKU’FST KITCHKN FIRNITCRF, will do
well to eali on us before purchasing elsewhere,
as we are going (o sell eventhing In our line
at PRICKS THAT CANNOT Ri BEAT 111 the fit).
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rile debt statenn nt -how- tile d'-erea-e in
ir }>ut• ii*• de'ii dmiiu January to be slI.'JbM"*'L
L'-eiia-i of id,: -imv June :»<»iti. Ins’.,
st».'».oi»7.4^. Cash in tin treasury mJm:; nb.-j:;:;.
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Crockery

The following prices should attract the attention of every
in this city and county. Under no circumstances have we
All
ever presented the trade such genuine bargains as now.
former efforts and prices are shadowed by this immense sale.
We have increased our force of clerks notwithstanding the
dull season, and every preparation has been made on our part
to give prompt and polite attention to our patrons.
The time
to buy spring goods is at a season when there is a depression
in business, and solely from that fact have we loaded our store
to its utmost capacity with goods way b'low their honest value.
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Powders in

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S.
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Children’s Hoods,
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The crowds that visited

Thursday, the 7th, and Monday, the J 1th,
were in such force that we were nearly
compelled to lock the doors. < lur patrons
one and all were co vinced that juices
were as represented. Never in the annals
of the Dry Goods trade in this city, was
seen such a jam.
The total amount of
Dry Goods dispensed to the public was
without precedent and would seem al- Different Colors. 25c. AH winter
most incredible, consequently many of
yootls, selling less flittn cost,
the bargains advertised are closed, and
liaryains in
we have substituted fresh bargains to
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This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in comlow
with
the
multiUideof
test,short weight,
petition
Soft/ only in cans.
alum or phosphate powders.
liny vi. II.vK!n«. r.iwi.Kt! Co., lot; Wall st., N. V.
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WARRANTED to cure any case of sick
neuralgic pain in the head, seasickness
stomach from any cause, in 30 minutes.
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skating rink at the C range Hall on Friday evenings.
Your correspondent was present one evening recently, and judged from appearances that the
.skaters were aniat curs. Many of the young men had
laid aside their coats and were sweating worse
than they would on a hot July afternoon at work
in the hay Held. In most cases they skated by twos
XV ho could go
Out occasionally v on would see one
it alone.” XXV noticed a young lady who tried it
alone, and as she did not understand the business,
he soon came to temporary grief. This reminded
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d a few lines written by Longfellow on
"I. itinching of the ship.” "And see! she stirs! she
-tot-, --he moves,—she seems to feel the thrill
■I !n
aloiu her keel.”
And we thought that some
fi d iii.• thrill raiaci more sensibly than they cared
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eers

tine House and later the Eldorado. Mr. Sanborn of

seriously ill with lung

lu Boston, .Ian.‘2Ctli, Mrs. Henrietta Y. Smith,
ilaughter of .John and I.oi isa Snowman, of (Jastlne,
I aged 41 years.
In liar Harbor, Fell. 1st, Mrs. Nellie It., wife of
Win. (i. A rev, aged 44 years, 3 months and 7 days.

i

following were iustalled oiliLodge L o. of <L T. at McFarland’s Corner, for the ensuing quarter: XV. C. T.,
C. s. McFarland: XX X T., Mrs. Josie Payson; XV.
s., ,J. A. Thompson; XV. F. >., Mrs Eva McFarland;
XX’iilie Haskell; XX'.
XX'. T., Loren Stewart; XX'. M
C-, Mrs. Nancy Mason; XX’. I (L, Harry Mason; XX'.
<». (L, XVillie Lowcli; P. XV. ('. T., K. s. Turner.
MoM Viu.ii.

CASTINE. The Sanborn House J. 11. Douglass
proprietor, was totally destroyed by lire last 1 hursday night. It was one of the largest and handsomest buildings in town, and was formerly the Cas-

1

just received :i NEW STOCK of these celegoods. Don’t fail to get a pair, if you
Call at.
want a good thing.

brated

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.
Belfast, .Tan. 31, 1HSI.—toDecSlsta

5 Pieces Linen Tabling,
“
3
Tabling, ,«r«!

2 Pieces Turkey Red Tabling,1
2
“

“

H

M

ii

o

it

02.V*. and 7*><\ per yard.

Slim CO Y lllM IST.
Office at residence of

Capt.

W. G. Nichols,

Searsport. Maine.

Spctaclos k Eye Glasses!
all ages and conditions of the eyes.
Selected with care and special pains taken
in fitting them to your -sight, at

Adapted to

m u ri: v’s .//•: n elk r stoke.

Masonic

worth !*'»«•.

1,000

Lace P. K.
At 10c. per

yard,

Yards

Remnants,
tJood apron

4 C. & W.

Carpetings.45c.
Carpeting*.:*T‘2e.
(> Handsome Carpeting*.‘25e.

5 C. & W.

A lull line of NKW ti<)<>I)s just purchased and
arriving hy every boat. An inspection of these
goods is desired. Iteiiiemoer we are selling THK
B1>T

I.XI'ltA

si 1*KU>.

I.V.

lr*s than

Boston

prices, and 5c. less than sold b\ competitors in Belfast. TAl’KSTKIKs at 7*>e.. >7l.e and $1 per yard.

ELEGANT BRUSSELLS CARPETINGS

lengths.

.11ST KKCKIVKD.

•>'-tf

PERFECTED

Temple Association.

MKKT1NO of the above Assoeia
held at the Masonic Temple on
Belfast, Tuesday evening, Feb. 2b, 1884, at 7
o'clock, for choice of officers and tin transaction If
such other business as may properly come before
HIRAM CHASE', President.
said meeting.
Belfast, Feb. 7, 1884.—2\vb
ANM'AIi
rpiiK
lion will be
.1

grand prize i* in our Carpet Boom.
over $t;,00n worth ot K\lra
Supertiuc Carpet* at Toe. prr yard,

The

We shall oiler

I.ot 2 All-Wool super Carpet- .*»7<\
.1 C. A W. Carpetings, extra lieaw..

2n

Dr. F. F. Nichols,

Ktc.

In this great sale many goods cannot be duplicated, and
the items specified in this advertisement will be withdrawn as
fast as the lots are closed. The people of this city certainly
will do injustice to themselves and their pocket books by not

taking advantage of this great cut down in prices. This profitless run is only temporary, and as spring approaches we propose to advance the prices to a fair and legitimate margin.
Country merchants should be specially interested in securing
some of the lots as they are far below wholesale prices.

Geo. W. Burkett,
BELFAST,

81 & 83 Main St.,
MAINE.
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA
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nr m-iuhbor. wlu has jud taken one
1 11-;.-, he will u :1 \- u that “It’s the best
do ,r I ew r invested.*’

l.rnvnN, N. II. Feb. 19.1S79.
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31 HiD's Saksai akii.la is sold by all drug*
gi-ts. Price >1 per bottle; six for >'•. Lie; a.ed l \ t 1. IlOnl) ev t o.. Lowell, Mass,
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being desirous to have Political Economy
taught them in the most practical man-

countries, or of great men's
as far a-they are agreeable.

man

until it comes
“To innovate

ideas, like orange-piunts, spread out in
proportion to tin si/c of the 1m»x which imprison-the roots. [Hulwer-Lyttou.
Our

look upon indolence

1

RICH

BLOOD.

sort

as a

of suicide:

etually destroyed, though the
appetite of a brute may survive. [Chesterfield.
Wit mti-t groyy like lingers.
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i- like plum- stuck upon blackthorn- there they are for a yvhile. hut they
come to nothing.
Idem
f
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N page of human hi-tory is -o instructive
and signitieant a< the record ot those early influence- y\ hieh o v» lop the character and direct
the lives of emineof men. [Garfield.
>

poet i- a poet because he cannot help
it. If he can. lie is n
poet at all—only a rhymist. '-■» a true mu-i* iau i- a musician because
be cannot do otherwise. If he can. then music
“does" him. And then yvoc unto him ! [ 1D in-

CROUP ASTHMA, BRONCHI T!S.
KEUP.ALGIA, RHEUMATISM.

-• 1

Flliot.

MAKE HENS LAY

A true mental philosophy accepts all the
facts of human experience.
It sees the mechanism of lllind. hut it a No observes the nobler
•■(»yvi is yyhieh make man a living soul and a
child of *»od. We gro\y broader, not b\ seeing
error, but by seeing more and more of truth,
[dames Fr< email Clarke.
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each pint food.
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ib. vans, pri'*e >l.oo liymaii. >l._n.
:■>. Johnson A: Co., Huston, Mass.
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the system of the poisonvelope in Kidney a:id Uri-

SURELY CURE
CONSTIPATION, PILES.
and RHEUMATISM,
By causing FREE ACTION cf all the organs
WILL
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id

< nrrants 1 cent

the normal power :o throw off
THOUSANDS CF CASES

a

1MSOTKCTKI).
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disease.

of the wor*t forms of these terrible diseases
Lav. been q uickly relieved, and in a short time

PERFECTLY CURED.
F., $i. mjyiMiu duv, sold uv hrlgglsts.
Dry can be sent by mail.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Burlington, Vt.
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Representative Belmont lias secured the publication of his views on the tariff question to
the extent of four columns in an alleged interview in the Louisville Courier-Journal.
It i>
one of those interviews where the questions
are lilted to the answ *rs by the man who
provides the replies. Mr. Belmont is for a tariff
for revenue only, for free raw materials so that
the American manufactures can go into the
markets of the world.
Mr. Belmont represents
Rothschilds and not the industries of the United
States.
Representative Belmont is nearly 33
Mr. Payne, of Ohio, about 74
years of age.
years of age. weighs more in the Democratic
party to-day than does Mr. Perry Belmont.
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ready t»* attend any calls day or night for
any thing in the UNI 'KICl'AKING line. I\ml»a)mAl\va\
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Our stock of

A Somerville, Mass., young lady i- said to possess
mania for starting tires. She will get over that
when she is married.
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A man never see-, tin* La -1 of
boot.- bought for hiui.-elf.
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Morri.-on, Court SI.

and letter torment, “I haven't Rheumatism,
but h’h->utna'i*m Jtu.i //,<■
And vdiat a terrible grip Rheumatism has,
when it take hold of its victim! It ;> not unusual
t" meet people wlm havet.ee;, '..irnienn d
this tvrant for so litanj vears that the\ timuirht their in
heritam-e of pain could never be removed.
Rh? umutis.m comes from pois-m in tlm blood.
Tin -doctor's ha v w r?—tied with it in vain. They have
found their; re-crq tens j».over!,
te -al.duo it
Athi.oimiokos h
won tlmva lory.
Mr. D.(.. sum I ion. of N, ,v ]. ,,idon t onn., was
l°n- a victim t.i Sciatic Khcumatism. so that he could
not walk.
l:i twenty-lour hours
Athi.<'t’Honpsset
him on In* feet, and t „,k aw:r. his pain.
Mr. (cal iii. of < Yu: upt m. Md., w is a sufferer
to a frightful e\t
a an Rheumatism
The -hangwrouglit in h .,1 l>> \tm i.? • i‘ii.)i:ns has astonished
tlie< mnmmt.
inwe!' known.
T im i. v. >
t
i-t. of (.‘hje.igo, brother of
.. lies l.s enattlu ;. d withd’hronie
Henry Ward R
Illicumat sn,
lie w >'i:es that A ? u i.oriioitos **has
removed ai
11-!;
ain-." and that he "re.rom
mended I;
ei t
i:
1 In
>nvinci?(l."
I-atn
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If yen .-mm
\ :i, -.in.
,.f ,.itr druggist,
Will semi •! .\,
aid. --n re<- !et of regular
ric-one
<!
Wo prefer that you buy
I
it from y >'.ir drugm-t, but d lie hasn't it. douotbe
persuad*. d to try someth;!,g e,-e, but order at once
from us as directed.

ming
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keep
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city, and

perfectly satisfactory
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F",

fields of coal, is it “natural” to bring out
railroad and other supplies of iron from
across the ocean ?
\\ ith a climate and a ;
soil lilted to grow all kinds of
food, is it 1
“natural" to exhaust them in growing
but two or three ?
With a Patent Of- |
fice attesting the inventive genius and
mechanical skill of the people, is it “natural to compel them to
grow only raw
products fo English skill to manipulate

mu s.u.i:
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A single dose of Sunl'ord's Radical ( lire instantly
relieves the most violent Sneezing or II.-ad ( .dd~\
clears the Head as by magic, stops watery dis’
charges from the Nose'and Eyes, prevent- Ringing
Noises in the Head, cure- Nervous Headache,''and
subdues Chills and Fever. In Chronic Catarrh il
cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, re-tores
the senses of smell, taste, and hearing when atl'eet
ed. trees the head, throat, and bronchial tubes of
offensive matter, sweeten, and purities the
breath,
stops the cough ano arrests the progress of <
towards ( onsumption.
One bottle Radical (’lire, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all in one package, of
till druggists for $1. Ask hik santhki.'s K\cic\i
I KK.
POTTKli I>K1«; AM) C'llK.M. Co., BOSTON.

Centaur Liniment.—An abcure
for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Burns, Galls, &c., and an

and kind at whole-

Papers& Curtains,
STOCK

In Waldo Co. Made up ir the LATEST
and satt-d action guaranteed.

.-tyle

Stqirsporl,

3Isiinc.
having un.-cltlcd accounts ol long
itf
requested to seltie.

All persons

standing

are

PiANO-FORTE

Shipping

rP« THU MISH AL PlBUf : Mr. lllim KK will
JL visit Ledast in a few day to oiler his services
as usual in Piano-Forte Tuning.
The same guar
antced to he done in the very best manner. Also,
specialities not involved in the inning are here pro.
-■•nted, and are the more important consideration.-.
Pianos that are imperfect in the Action and quality

c///matism.

Neuralgia, sciatica,
Weak Rack, StomRowels, Shooting I’ains,
N 0 m bness, Hysteria, Female
I’ains, Palpitation, Dyspepsia,
Eivr Complaint. Bilious Fever,
Malaria, and Epidemics, use ('ol-

Coughs, Colds,
*./fy aeh
and

RATHER TOO LONG.

$
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.
It is pleasant just now to see a woman
The chief of the bureau of statistics in his
N
show
a man how snow should bo shovelof Tone and sometimes in such a condition as are
sixth monthly statement for the current fiscal
x
Plasters (an Electric Katlery
ed. She puts a shawl about the size of a
unlit lor use, can he put in complete order at pric,
/ELECTRIC* \llns’
year of the imports and exports of the United
pi '. '_r0C combined with a Porous Plaster, proportionate to the amount of work required. The
Mates, says the excess of the value of exports ! napkin on her head, takes a little tire
t-Ao Tfc“ and laugh at pain.‘Jar.every where. under.-igned being a Practical Piano-Forte Maker.
over imports of merchandise was as follows:
; of |.'»
shovel, opens the door, closes her eyes,
years experience in every department or cun.
Month ended Dec.31. 1883,£21,593,142. Twelve
'•triu lion of the Piano
throws about three shovelfuls off the
(including siv years in the
months, ended Dec. 31,1883, £108,071,984. The
employ of ('bickering it Sons, therefore presents
lotal value of the imports of merchandise for stoop, rushes hack into the kitchen,
this .as a special inducement to the musical public
not usually introduced outside of Piano-Forte makthe 12 months ended Dec. 31, 1883, where£987.- stamps the snow off' her feet, and deing. Warranted to give satisfaction in cverv par
020,122. and during the 12 months ended Dec. clares that men never know how to dc
Ih-ular.
*TE 1*11 i:.H <«HO% Kit,
in Porters Department of the U.S. Armory, Spring31, 1882, £752,843,507, a decrease of £05,823,385.
Orders can be left at Woodcock's store.
and
if
it
414
that
were
not
for
the
anything,
;
WADES I'NDEK REE TRADE AND PROTECTION.
Held, Mass.—Interesting Statement of his
women every thing would go to the
dogs.
A recent report of Consul General Merritt to
Suffering.
Clutos !
the State Department shows that at ManchesHere are plain facts from a most reliable source.
14 I XT It ■ iMm E, the manager of the
He (reading)—“The State of Florida Your
ter, England, tne male spinner receives an avfound Mr. Martin in Porter’s depart,
;
reporter
\*
has just returned
Tea
Hampton
erage of £5.05 a week, and the mechanic £7.54, is fully one-third
water, and—” She : ment of the United States Armory, Springfield. ; from Boston and New Company,
York with a large stock of
while for the same grade of work in this connIs that true? Fully one- Mass. After
TEAS and COFFEES just imported lor the Hampton
me !
“Mercy
being introduced, Mr. Martin said : “I t o. Also have made a
! try the weekly wages paid is from £12 to £18.
large selection ol Crockery,
That is under our protective tariff wages are third water? Oh, what frauds there are am willing to say what 1 can for the b.-neiit ..l those (ilass, .Majolica
afflicted as 1 have been. For years I have been a
Wares, Ac. silver and silver plated
I
in
this
world
?”
He
:
about
double
t
what
are
in
“What
are
unrebey
England
! just
you
terrible sufferer from kidney and bladder dillieul- ware to be given to tea clubs. We are better preI
pared to till clubs than ever before. Why buy
| der free trade.
ferring to, dear?” She: “Well principal- ties. Mine being of the calculus or stony form. I crockery
and glass ware when you can have a supvisited all the mineral springs whose waters
ly to the drug trade. It is a shame the I have
ply
by merely getting up a tea club. Send in your
have
been
recommended
to
mo
the
best
medical
by
;
orders.
Send
for a book.
Some of the democratic papers represent that profits they make.” Ho: “What connec- authorities. I have tried every known remedy, and |
H. kITTREIM.E, Chief Manager,
the republican party is not in favor of paying tion have the druggists witli the fact that | have submitted to several operations, and' have
May ford Block, Belfast, Me.
the national debt. Let us see if there is any the State of Florida is
! tried everything that money could obtain in the
fully one-third wa- way of relief, but I And that Dr. Kennedy’s FAY
truth in such an assertion. The best way to
!
?”
She: “Why, they charge fifty ORITE REMEDY is the est medicine of all my exascertain is to find what the party lias done in ter
Sale.
perience—I have received more benefit from it. It
regard to this matter. It appears that the total cents a bottle for it!”
is certainly a wonderful medicine for diseases of
The brig JAMES MILLEB, now at
debt of the United States, less cash in the
this kind. I have recommended FAVORITE REMHi wharf in this city, is offered for.sale.
EDY to others in the city of Springfield whom I
Treasury at the maximum point, August 31.
She was built in 18»Ji>, metalled in 1 sst,
“Ethel,” said the teacher, “Who di knew to have suffered from
is a good carrier, excellent sea boat,
Kidney and Liver com1895, was £2,759,431.571.13. On June 30,1883.
it was £1,551,001,207.48, showing a reduction in the ancients say supported the world ot plaints; and, I assure the public, that the FAVOR. l-and is rated A 1 L in the Record. She
ITE REMEDY has done its work with a similar has hud some new sails and
the debt, including accrued interest, less cash his shoulder ?”
rigging this year, and
completeness in every single instance, and 1 trust can be made ready for sea at a small expense. For
in the Treasury, of £1,205.340,364.95. With
sir.”
some other sick aud discouraged mortal may hear
“Atlas,
price
of
enquire
11.
A. CARTER, or
such a record as that to point to, the republiJOHN O BROOKS.
“You’re quite right,” said the teacher of it and try the Favorite Remedy’ as i did.”
can
can endure with perfect
Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is
Nov. 7, 1883.—tflf>
Belfast,
equanimity
party
the reckless assertion of demagogues that it is “Atlas supported the world.
Now, win not a disguised enemy of the human race; where it
win not help, it does not harm.
FAVORITE REMnot in favor of paying the debt.
What it has supported Atlas ?”
EDY is a combination of
alteratives. It
done it will continue to do—pay the debt a*
For Sale !
“I suppose,” said Ethel, softly, “I sup- does not heat or inflame vegetable
tin* blood, but cools and
fast as it is expedient to do so.
Sloop NEW ERA, <53 tons, built of
purities it. In all cases of Kidney troubles, Liver
pose lie married a rich wife.” [Exchange
^
white
oak. Has been rebuilt within
complaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and the
two years. Sails, rigging, anchors
ielicate
that
afflict
derangements
the
action
women,
Chester Goodale died at his residence at
The Ontario Manufacturers and Millers' As- of FAVORITE REMEDY is
and chains good. Carries 12a tons
beyond praise. ThouSouth Egrement, Mass., Friday week, aged 94. sociation have memorialized the Dominion Par
stone or 80 thousand lumber. For
sands of
people voluntarily tustif, to this
He represented the town in the legislature in (lament to adopt the American patent systcir in letters grateful
further particulars enquire of
to Dr. Kennedy; and with a warmth and
1858. He wras grandfather of the poet children in its entirety, the Canadian system proving
Capt. F.\s. W. WHITE,
fullness of words which mere business documents
Or TUOMBS & OSBORNE.
Elaine and Dora Goodale.
never
and
certificates
lmf»
possess.
| very defective.
Belfast, .Tan. 28, issi —4wa

For

on the Wrong Side of Life
Urglnlan Turns the Tables.

After Twenty learn

“How long did you say?”
“Twenty years, I said'. I p to the time J mention
ed I had buffered from diseased liver for twent;
years,” said Mr. S. T. Hancock, of Richmond, Va."
half sadly, as though thinking of that dilapidate!
section of his life. “At times I almost wished 1
had pleased Providence to omit the liver from th<
human anatomy.”
“Bad enough—twenty years of that sort of thing,’
responded a listener. “What was the upshot of it?1
“The upshot was that some time ago i wentdowi
1
to Scott’s drug store in this citv, and bought one o
BENSON’S CAPCINK POKOI S PLASTERS, ap
it
and
was
in
relieved
a few hours, and an
plied
now as sound as though my liver w is made o

1
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Ed. H. COLBY
-CAN SEE I_;

CABIvETS
cheaper than any place in the eity, for the reason lie
manufactures his own goods.
Give him a call.
KTKM'ITUEof all kinds cheap.
4t;tf
Kd. II. COLBY, 20 High St.. Belfast.
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L'ollt-e orders of

Its Spring
Eeb. 25th, under the instruction of
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John A. Russell.
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Board and rooms for self-boarding can be obtained
reasonable prices. Tuition at usual rates. Length
of term ten weeks. For further information address said Bussell, or
5w»
R. II. KEEN, See’y., Freedom, Me.
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In most eminent physician
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The model newspaper.
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American Bank--Last Notice,
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best of Maine newspapers.

brightest and

Boston Journal

One of the

brightest and most news) of
Whig and Courier.
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our ex\\ VII-
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Journal.

One of the best newspapers in this
Stale Richmond Bee.
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One of the best papers In the country, it has won
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PORTLAND, MAINE.
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present Is

the JOLRNAL.

favorable time to subscribe for

a

This year

a

held and another Presidental battle will be
In order to be

well

fought.

a

campaign, which will be necesfull understanding of the Issues and po-

situation after the nominations are made,
those who desire the J01RN4L should subscribe
litical

for It without delay.

EGETABLE PULMONAR

Proprietor-*

3m4

year in arfranee.

WANTED !
ADDRESS

LETTERS TO

iOO Seamen for Coasting Purposes

Medicines,
PAINTS. OILS. VARNISHES, &c.
Nos. 256,258 & 262 Middle. June. Free Sis,,
Wholesale Store 262,

RANLETT,

Rockland Me

March 4, ISS3.—10

C.

P.

LOMBARD,

DENTIST
Corner of

,,

UclltiMt, Maine.

Church and Spring Sis., Belfast.
it.f

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders by mail and express receive prompt attention. i orrespondenee solicited from Healers
and others.
Iyr4<>

Printing

API I V TO

JOHN S.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO..

fO.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

BALSAM.
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Medicine in the World.”
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1HH3.
Olil stvle :t.V
New, 50c. and SI oi
CI TI.I K B KOS., in i.
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Caution
Be careful ti* get the
genuine and take no other article
said to be "just as good."

Only $2

by II. H. HAY

Belfast. Me

R. H. COOMBS,
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sary to

Established in is It

State election will be

razor and will he pleased to welcome them at his
new shop over Hiram ( base’s, Xo. 23 Main
street.
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and see me. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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than any other salve, ointment, or lotion. The best
reids.
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family salve in the world. Only
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News,

Crange

Becker.

OUR GEORGE,

A -ate and sure remedy for Bheumatism, Neuralgia, Seimie.-i, (.out, Fain- in the Chest, side. Back
l.iml's. Nervet lieudaehe, Karaehe, Diphtheria,
sore Throat, Cramps, Colie Bains. Corns, still'or
Inilamed Joints, Bruise-. Burn- a.
&e. Buvti;

Hrjuiiriny, Remodeling, Regulating, Toning and Tuning.

For the relief and prevention,
the instant II Is applied, of Rheu-

1,

apital.s:

(

FLORENCE,

Capt.

Foreman.

The property known as the John
Wentworth homestead, situated on
11
.MeI)ouald street, one of the best
■fll'X ■•140L -treets ill the village. The lot c.onEli
...in- —ii rod-, has -J • hearing apple
trees and has in handsome, well grown, maple
-hade trees on the line of the street. The house is
vM, eil J1 \ 1 n, IC story. stable connects, JOxJu,
has
~\< lie eeilar.
Building- in good eondition.
t.. ~t
a
Water
and never tailing. Two minutewad-. to K M
>eniiuary and tivi* to the IK O. and
a
M. <
\
iew of the I’enoh.-eot Biver ami
pot.
Fort Kuo\ i- had from the front. The above is a
ver\ de.-irabie situation for a man following the
sea.
Fri r.
.S. 1’. IIALL.
Buck-port, Jan. 7, 1 >sl. -JurJ

—

Iy8

Benson's—unlike the old-fashioned kind of plan
tern—act promptly. Look for the word CAPCINK
which is cut in the genuine. Price 25 cents. Sea
bury
Johnson, Chemists, New York.
r»wl

specialties of

Shipbuilding Notes,

l, IS'-’, —I'll’

iv

OF

WOOLENS

alarrli

ash

FOR SALE IN BUCKSPORT.

IT

instantaneous Pain-reliever.

Company.
I.,

Ite.-erve I or I'neanted Premium ho t”
■.
Hi >«t\ e for 'npaid t.
He-erve for ail ofhei < ! dui'
Net surplus..

fakm.

FULLER,

C

IlcHasL M

Perfected

Fancy Goods,

LARGEST

vnav

OR. B. S. MASON’S

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

TREATMENT, $1.

STEAMER

it

Agent, Belfast.

T dal A '.sets.r Un

ton

B. F. WELLS.

Tea

solute

PAfTEE,

Merchants insurance

and

ready foi delivery at

now

t ie.• house and farm on the Lineohiville road, Belfast, owned bv
tie i;de Bev (.FOBliK F It AT 1
Tiie farm contains eight acres, a
two ,-tory house, nearly new, a
stable, rn bouse, good water and a cistern in the
collar
There are seventy fruit trees on the place.
The pn iid-c-are ot .vei ten minutes walk from
the Belta-t p. -1-< dlhe. For information call at the
premises or at K 1.1.is A (.ins's. Belfast.
MBs. CKo. FBATT.
Jan. Jl. lssf.—i;w I*

sale nr retail. A new stock just imported
and for sale Cl I T.A l1.
11f

MR. E. MARTIN.

Farewell then to Morphine Syrups,
Castor Oil and Paregoric, anil
Hail Castoria.

JAMES

STATEMENT OK THE

1

What quickly cures Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Colds. In-liy-t>n ;
Hut <'astoria.

india-rubber.

& Grade Yorkshire

For

Clement & Adams,

<r

••

IIfty-lhc years It inis been published.

correspondence from Maine men in all
parts of the world. The endeavor in the future, as

A.

Noiselessness !
itKAi)

CATARRH

Construction !

Perfection of Balance !

D CM U I ■ Greasy ."kin, Blackhead-,
Pimples, "kin Blemishes, and Infantile Humor.-,

y

a

:-'.i

l/.l/A/. M

Ki-ks written.. * i.snj.:|u im
Premium' rert i\ «-<i.
>•»>.:>
l.o.'Sc- Paid.17

.t

\tm

paper the value

occasional

We.,nlings

Perfection of Stitch and Tension !

Send for “How to lure Skin Diseases."

v-

which shall he

a

Total.$7.1 ss.i’.U

In brief

industry.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Saturday

t•.iI•
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JiCS/XXSS /A

recognized by ali readers, and
credit to the city In which for

of which shall be

in

Thoroughl);ed

Ease of Movement I

>

J

its space to that

oi

The Journal has LOCAL CORRF.sPOVHFATS in

of

years

Your Cl n
ha Rl.MKidKS outsell all other ntedi• tines I
keep for skin diseases. My customers and
patients say that they have ifecled a eur*- in every
in-tanee, where other remedies have failed.
11. W. Bit* X K W \ Y, M. D.
Franklin Tails, N. If.
Sold hy all dru##ists. Price
<i
n ri: \, .To ft
cent-.
RKSDJ.VINT, .*1, "I>AP.
PDliKlt Ditto
AMI ChI.MK' \L ( D., Boston, Mass.

C]
',T,

Heal E-tab-.

consider-

a

«

to

WELLS.

Simplicity of Mechanical
Durability !

one na-

world and then bring them back
again
W ith unlimited beds of iron ores and

portion

the endeavor will be to present

each of the

stands without

—

<'happe!

Wilbor*> fml-Liver Oil and Lime. The friends of
per-ons who have been restored from eontirmed
Consumption by tin- use of |his original preparaid tlie grateful parties themselves, have, by
tion,
refommending it and eeknowlcdging it.- wonderful
eiVu-acv, giv< n the a rtf ie a vi-t p< juilarity in Ww
The
Kim la nd.
od l.i\ er oil
in ii: eombi nation
robbed «»f it Ul plea.-a t la -b .and eudered doubly
elfeeti\e in l»eing eoiip'.i-d wt'h the Lime, which ii I .self a rest >rati\ e principle, -upply big nature with
a
and restore the
ju.-t the a--l~tanrt reomr d t
di-ea-e i Lung-. A. IK Wii.h<>j;, Boston, proprie
tor.
Sold by all druggists.
In.4

thorough testing, the II UtTFOKIi
a fault.
It Is safe tu say that
it Is the best large arm sewing machine ever
It
combines
produced.

Alter

na-

round the

able

sea

BrooMc.

&

FIVE ROUND TRIPS PER WEfcK,

oliaterals,.

The Fisheries,

llast, .Ian. -I. ISM.

CURE IN EVERY CASE.

Is it “natural” for a nation to have its
farms on one side of the globe and its
workshops on the other? is it “natural’1

agriculture, it wiii continue to devote

^OIL ANBJJME^

THE HARTFORD!

The half has not been told as to the #rcat curative power.- of the
m t ha Rkmi-.i»u:s.
I have
paid hundred- of dollars for icdieincs to run diseases of the blood am! skin, and never found any
thin# vet to e.pial the O' n* n a Rkmkihi:-.
CIIAn. A. WlLLl \ M"
Provi'lenee, R. I.

COMPLETE

engaged by

I vrr;

l| >S will lie added every week,

_J.
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a

marki
value
l,.’d,.t,ii.V> un
Bonds, market
Mate iml Munieipul
..
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I ..da us on Stocks, payable on demand,
market aim- of t
1 uU'fe-t due on l't da Hilary, I S> l.77
Premium.' uiieollceted and in hand' •;
Agent17*. »•:; .7.

Recognizing the prime Importance of

land.

or

may he

men

home and abroad, and

GREAT BLOOD MEDICINES.

say that Free Trade is “naturthat Protection is “unnatural.’’

cm ion

li

ate

STOCK

prices that

Iit

Onct’KA Ri:MKl»Ii:s an* ■' he mv.ite.-t nil•dirineoii eartl).
Had the worst a-e "alt Rheum in thieouutv.
Mv mother had it twenty years, ami in
fact did from it. M> arms, brea.-t and head were
covered for three years, which nothin# relieved or
'•ured until I used the ( Pilot
Ri->oia’I-.nt inter
n ; i:a and (,
ini ha >dap externa 1nallv, and (
W. \1)A MS. Newark, Q
ly.

’"DAP,

prise in which Maine

112 WALL ST
NEW YORK.
iUlHiUflun s ip • r ijjs? ■rt »)«iiismillim

our customers.

through the medium of money, ot
the products of one for those of another,
and no country buys to sell again, to
any
considerable extent, except
England.
tions.

goods

under

I.A1MKST

GREATEST ON EARTH.

TlH'i'liA

specialty, and will lend

a

helping hand to every worthy pursuit and enter-
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as

County and of tills city
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1.1 and
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make,
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Interesting weekly
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reliable
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TORCHON LACES,

Hundreds of letters in our possession copies **f
which may he had b\ rete.rn mail; are our authority for the assertion that Skin. Scalp and Blood Hu
mors, wdiether.Scrofulous, Inherited or ( ont.'mdou-,
i;
und b\ (
in
may NoW lie permanently
Rksoi.vkn r, the new Blood Purifier. Diureti*-and
\pperient, internally, and <Ji ru t u.\ and < t iipij.-v soap, the #reat Skin Cures and Beaulilier-.
externally, in om- half the time ai d at one-hall the
expense ot an> other season.

DE* A

decidedly and

digest of intelligence,
heretofore, the news of Waldo

and

PURE COB LIVER

IT iS A FACT.

a popular error in reference
advantages of foreign trade. The
ancient cities of Palmyra, Tyre, Alexandria, Constantinople, Venice and Genoa
grew rich by foreign commerce.
But
this was from goods they
bought to sell
again, upon which they charged such
protits that the consumer paid a hundred
fold their original cost; while modern

be

unswervingly Republican, will present

The Journal makes

BRAYTQN PETROLEUM ENGINE Co.

Humor-, 'scrofula, ."'•rotulou"ore.-, Absc.es.-es and Di-• i.uviii# Wotimls, and
of
every specieItehin#, ScaB and Pimp'-v Dieases ot the "kin and Scalp are mo.-t speedily and
cured
t ii t it
Ri'.Ml i>!i
economically
by the <

I

will

e,

Belfast, Me.

cutting and threading. Bolt cutting from l-s inch
to *2 inches. Dealers in Machinists* Supplies and
Steam Fittings, patterns for Brass Castings can
be procured of us f desired.
Manufacturers of
Boiler Bushings and Boiler Skates. Agents for

lyr.vl

SKIN

<>i

1884.

lb Id in tin- Eidled states available for the Payment
of I' |.\ Kin an 1 t r llv prot eiion oi
Ii'■ ddefs^iKin- lii'Uranee
Polu
< ash in Bank -...*
lus.o|s..V2
li< h i.- ini' Mortgages, being tirst lien >n
lie.d E't.ate. wort it $2,si2,:»ne. 1.17:.
I n’.'ed State- B< ml'. (market vain.
.d' .',in oo
Hank and Hail road Storks and Bonds,

<

All kind of light and heavy work in our line
done at short notice and reasonable prices. Pipe

are

Rheum

policy Indicated

Brass Founders,

per-piraloaded wilh im purities, that Di-ii^urIT tion
It* liiim TorHumor-. Humiliulin#

Rin#worm,

It

vrl

!
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44 Main St.,

the

«.t

ash ( apital.
oimi.oihmm)
He-erve lor Enearned Premiums. g,l'.»7.n:'.J • m>
He-erv e for (uipaid I.o-se.s and (1 aims.
;27,"77.ut
Net Surplus.
1
IT;.*».*»

-AND-

lw wf
tures, "alt

As made to the Insurance < ‘ommissiom r
Mate of Maine on the first da.' of

<

Sept. HO, l*NO.
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\\ inter

COMPANY.

OF PUOMOENt E. It.

Kvery cloud ha- a silver linimr. but it i- not so
with solid silver water pitchers. The\ arc nickel

in#

or

advertising rates.

The Journal will continue the

?

plated.

season

INSURANCE

—.

Who can name another medicine
ways cures.”
with such a record as this. Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake
Bitters are anotie-r #ood im indue; and Arnica and
Oil Liniment is in-t w hat it i- recommended to be.
lml

this

subscription

by the late H. II. SIMPSON, in hls valedictory pub-

--

llow often we hear middle a_ed people say r**#ardimr that reliable <>l«l
remedy. N. il.
Down-’ Klixir: "Why,-my mother #ave it to me
w hen 1 was a child,and I n-c it in my family
it al-

at

Belfast, dan.

ANNEAL STATEMENT OF THE

<>E NEW YOUK.
Increase in

no

:t.,'0
7..no
a.in

It. LANE, Agent, Belfast.
•I (MF.S LITTLKFIKI.lt. Sup!., Boston.
I \LYIN AI STIN, tfcnerul Freight Agent, Boston.

by all Druggists.
I vr*2

HOME

There will he

to Boston
to Lowell.
from Be!fa-t to Boston and returnfrom se.ursport to Boston and return-

Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.

Weeklie.s in the

Largest

Fare

of the

MMM.YRY «>F

They say d<*#s can’t reason, but m* one will doubt
that a do# tries to reach a conclusion when lie
chases his tail.

is

one

Sold

lished

>I«-.

1 {esidenee next door to .John

Ash your (inner lor Gold Medal
no other.
It makes whiter and litriit•
cookery oi all kinds, is more healthy, takes less
t" do the work than any other saleratus or soda
ever produced in America.
A fair trial w ill eon
vince every unbiased person of the above truth.
Wholesale by Swan Si Sibley Brothers.
lyrl'.**

11W If

TREIWREb Itv

Making It

a'll Assets.*7. 4sn,i;h. ;. u

l'S,

Sj.

M;iin

Pills.

JANUARY,

mamiei.

Directly opposite A. C. Burgess* Hardware

,r

Bilious Hi

;

"iir

>!.!> work d-me in the hes!

landings,'*‘v

i.-

all forms of

Ayer’s

prices cannot tail to
modern improvements for

tie

(All

And take

There cannot he
in the long run

BEEN-

Permanently Enlarged

i

XT pliolsstering

Be move it, while it
warts and mole.-,
a

-HAS

!

Fittings
and

l*

produce a r.
By th,

9, 1884,

Jan.

.Steamer CAMRUIIHiE, ( apt. Otis Ingraham,
W ill leave Belfast for Boston and intermediate
ery Monday and Thursday at 2 1 -*2 P.M.
Beturuing leave Lincoln’s wharf, Boston, every
Tuesday and Friday, at 5 o'clock P. M
\: St irsport with stag* for .StockConnection's
ton on arrival of steamer. At Bueksport with stage
for ami from Lll-worth. At Bangor for .Moosehrad
I.ak.
iii«l ail -tations on the B. .V I*. It. It. and M.
<
( onncctions mad* tor I* >rtland at BockB. B.
lond usually cv«*rv Mon lay evening. Steamer Mt.
desert rsteamer Bock lumt, leav.
Boeklaml every
W edne.-day and
Saturday at 7 \. m., or on arrival
of -trainer from Bo-ton!
I.eaves Sullivan, etc.,
every Monday and Thursday, connecting at Bock
land with -learner for Boston direct. Passengers
and freight w ill he forwarded to Portland hy connect ing n-ually at Boeklaml with steamer Lewiston.
Tickets may he obtained on hoard steamers for
i. 'Well. Lawrence, New York and Philadelphia.
While the river Is closed steamers connect at
Bueksport with M. ( B. B. Through ticket- to
Bangor sold mi hoard of steamer.

Congestive ami Ns rvous
adache, ami sbl.
Headache; and by k«| i; g tin- bowels 11•
and preserving the sys:-;.i in a In-a thiul
condition, they insure immunity from future
attacks. Try

earing for the dead.

sepi. 14th, Ish).
flop Hitter>* Co., Toronto
I have been
for tin* past -ix years, sufioring
!
1 have
from Dyspepsia and genera! wea«;ne-s.
used Hirer bottles of Hup Bitter.-, and they have
done wonders for me. I am well and aide to work,
and eat and sleep well. 1 cannot sav too much for
>IMo\ BOBBINS.
Hop Bitters.

ai.

oi»pl<

<

Have ;di

suit.

“Every cloud has its silver lining.” The boy who
j has the mumps can stay away Horn school.

promptly remove.-corns, bunions,
i- i.oi injurious. Guaranteed.

always

Pills

of tin- bowels.

movement

Headache,

WEEK.

RICH

1883. Winter Arrangement 1884.

on these organs, A\ t.Kks Bills < 1 iv•
the blood from the brain, and reliev*cure

TRIPS

Commencing Thursday,

action

:inii[ii-aisiiibim!HHiiiain

iiu ii

1

Badp

daily

lyr22

The universal praise bestowed upon Kidnei -Wort
! as an invaluable remedy l'or all disorders ol the
Kidneys, Liver and Bowels, is well merited. Its
virtues are universally known and its cures are reported on all .-ides. Many bstinatr ca.-r* have
succumbed to it alter they had been given up by the
doctors and a thorough treatment will never fail to
I
'cure. Sold by all druggist.-. See adv'l.

Hinds’

lur

<

case.

every

s<*ine

ami

to stimulate tlie stomach end

as

It quiets and composes the patient—not by the
intr alucliou of opiate- and drasti< < athartics, but
by the restoration of acfivdv m1 the stomach and
>r .in
is relieved
nervous system, whereby tti
of morbid fancies, which are created by the
causes above referred to.
To t 1-Tsrym u. Lawyers. Literary men. Merchants, llankc r*. Ladi, ami ail those whose sed*
entary eiiqdoynmnt causes nervous prostration,
irre_r;l::rli :■ s of the blood, r'.oinaeh, bowels 01
kidm-ys >r whorequire a m rve tonic, appetizer or
timu'.nnt, Samauit.w Nkhvink \* invalual»ie.
Tim?:-,r' s jir?" laitn it tin most wonderful iuvigorant that ever sustained t:m sinking system.
s|..vi. s<?id by all Druggist*. The Dl». >. A. RICHMOND Mi'll). CO., lTopri"tors. ^t. Joseph, Mo.
-1
Chas. IT. Crittentcn, Agent. Hot Tori City.

(Jeo. DePrimx & CO.,
69 Main

!

for

gTheNgrutXi
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REMEMBER!

to

a

It's known world wide

referred to.

CO

k

medicine be

specific

Epilepsy, Dyspepsia,
Alcoholism,
Opium Fating, Rheumatism, Sperinntorrliu', rr Semi mil Weakness, mid lifty other
coinplaiutsl'’ We claim it- a specific, simply, because the virus of nil diseases arises from
the blood. It" Nervine, Resolvent, Alterative and
Laxative properties meet all the condi tioua herein

a

>

When Babies fret, and cry hy turns,
What cures their colic, kills tie d worms.
Hut < astoria.

Surgeon ItecommeniN.
Pheeton, is a l s. Ex Surgeon, reBloomington, ind. The Dr. writes,

poisoned,

Vogeler

YOGEI.F.U

Liver

Ayer’s

j

Nervine,” j

can one

|

Baltimore. YI<1.. U.ftL A.

those who drink
worse to poison the fountain «»f life
amt for poslcrilv. Often by carrlc.-.1I
ne-s, or misfortune, or inheritance, this has been
I done. Ayer's .Sai>apariila freer, ti e blood, the \ilal
stream, and restores appetite, strength and health.

the

Ml Siam

THE ROTHSCHILD'S KKPRESEXTATIVE.

If a well be
thereat. Ii is
lor one’s sell,

to A.

for Samari-

saysnskeptic.l‘IIo\v

iveowfl

are anxious to marry should
hear in mind that a sealed proposal can be sent by
mail for two cents. This is leap year.

•’here is

to

cent.

Hemp s20 a ton.
dut* sib a ton.
Jutc butt- so a ton.
Sisal- Sib a ton.
>livi* oil si a gallon.
Butter 4 emits a pound.
< heese 2b
per emit.
Pickles, capers, etc., 2b per cent.
Potatoes lb cents a bushel.
Ri**i‘ 2 cents a j *un*l.
flaxseed 20 cent« a bushel.
Tobacco 2b cent.- a pound.
Lumber *2 per M. l«***t.
Wheat 20 cents per bushel.
Wools, raw, 10 cents a pound and II per
cent.
Besides thi- they get in the demand for their
products which the tariff creates an incidental
protection, which is a hundred times more im-

(Suoeestori

Young holies who

all.

pound.

Remon> and orang*
Hay 20 per cent.

functions, thereby

CLEANSING the BLOOD
restoring

AIM

tion which farmers get under
pre-ciu taritf laws i-a- follow-:
Animals 1<- per cent.
Bari**} lb o uts a busln 1.
Bariev malt 20 per cent.
< >ats l‘0 rents a buslnl.
Peas, beans, etc., 10 per cent.
Bristles lb cents a pound.

humors that en
nary Diseases. Biliousness. Jaundi'-e. Constipate ei. P:ior in Ilneumatisra,
Neuralgia,Nervous Disorders and all Female Complaints.
Li* XU HD PROOF OF HI lx.
IT

I V ItMKit’S

The prot'

cleanses

ous

y.

honestly or **Hi<*iently than they are tilled now.
mi nearly * v«iy other *jU**stion it ha* adopted
tin* Republican belief, ami if it is now to conies- that protection is best for tin* country, it
might as well get out of tin* way ami leave
those who passed and have tbus far defended

'l

ItiM-aiis.- it arts

i\>li<

<

DOES
r\ a/P
WONDERFUL
ML, If
CURES OF
// f +^
kidney diseased;
(j)
AND

lane im»-n*»i him;

<

■.-

JUuui

iu..MiM

A
courageous or aggressive light for fre**
11ml** or a revenue taritf by tin* lluiise Demorat- would at h i-t secure tin* siij port of the
free trader- «»f tin* country, ami tbe respect of
ybody. while the do-notliitig policy. which
they appear to have marked out. w 111 only win
eonicmpt and make their impending defeat
nioie certain and complete.
Tin fact is. that
•in!* ss tin* Democratic party i- go dig to staml
up -«|iiar**ly for freetrail**, it has no mission and
in* bu-iness to be around bothering peoph*:
I*■ a—t <*t all, an\ **laim to In* intrusted with the
government. There i- nothing in its record
during tin* la-t twenty-live years that entitles it
to anything in the wav of rewards, and no
evidence that it wouhi till tlx* olliees anymore

The Keystone Silver

-til.

vr

m:

one or two.

protitahle agriculture

without it. Ills eggs are no longer till
in one basket. If we thus add one iudustry after another to these home manufactures a community will be established
with production, distribution and conAll are
sumption perfectly balanced.
mutually dependent, and unite in hearing the public burdens, u nether it be in
building mads and school-houses, or
paving town, eounty, State or National
taxes.
The men in Manchester never
took any hand in these.
l!ut some one says to the fanner: "1
will sell you all your goods, made abroad,
for less money than yours now cost you,
and will take your corn and wheat and
cotton and wool in exchange for them.”
The tanner asks: "How about my potatoes and other vegetables, and
my hay
and milk and eggs .' Who will buy my
land
Who will help nay my
surplus
taxes
How shall 1 keep up the fertility
of my land .' Your goods may he
cheaper to day, hut soon out
men will hav e
more capital and will acquire skill with
experience, and will get a little better
machinery, and then they e ill make better guilds than yours and for less
money.
They do so now with many things. They
are paying me good prices for
my water
power and mv land and a hundred things
1 can afl’ord to invest
you don’t want.
money to-day for the good it will do me
to-morrow. I must decline your offer. It
yon persist in sending your goods here
we will [nit a tax upon them and
keep it
there as long as is necessary to protect our
home manufactures.” That is the tariti
question from an agriculturist’s standpoint. If the farmer had continued to send
his products abroad, instead of a home
market tor all his various products lie
would have oui v the foreign market for a
few things in which his fellow-farmers
would compete with him, and till the rest
of the world trying to undersell him.
Instead of the certain home market he would
have had only the uncertain foreign one,
where the abundance or scarcity of tlie
crops in other countries determined
whether he should have anv market at

manufacturers.*’

krn*\vs '."at hat: Titering
lie :• T iering s«-ltvl;S it.
i ri:y of the K ystone

y in ti.

:.!

mj

v

The Charles A.

“I recommend Samaritan Nervine because
to say
it cures epilepsy.” Physicians, generally, are its
friends.

things that he could never send to the
operatives in .Manchester. Thus he lias
a great
variety of productive interests

xmn*
of the Pittsburg manufacturer- an*
\i*il<-d about i**e<nt publnations in >.'• w York,
to tlx* idled that tlx*} an* in favor of five trade,
or at least of a radical reduction in taritf duties.
One of the manufacturing firms. Park Bro. »v
< o.. ha- publish* d in tie
Pittsburg < 'oinnicrcial
a **an 1 in which th«*y refer to tin* publication-,
ami -ay that n.-m* oi* the members of that lirm
have ever bri ll interv ieWed ill 1* gar«l to til**
taritf. nor have they ever cxpres-cd them-* iv *
as favoring free Bade.
On tlx* contrary, they
favor a high proti-etive tariil. 'I'his is hardly
m*ws.
but Park Bro. A: Co. have thought
Hough of it to inclose a eop\ ot the .an! t"
W ashington to Representative Bayne of P* nnsylvania, with tlx following letter :
“A correspondent of tlx* New York Herald
ha- recently been interviewing some of tlx*
Pittsburg manufacturers regarding their views
oil tariff matters, and in m arl} all cases habrt ii misrepresenting them in tlx* columns of
hi- paper.
\Yr were oblige*! l*> publish in tin*
Pittsburg Commercial a card of denial. 1 enio-r
'l li -* ntiinents
you u nip} of (lx* same,
■xpros.-rd are tin same as those of ili Pittsburg

Made.

are

S.

G.
now at

tan

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

A Pennsylvania editor makes this confession
It
makes a red-nosed man mad to have the agent at
the box oHioe say, “You want a seat near the door
of course?”

land lo build upon, vegetables,
milk and butter, and a thousand other

■

(Continued/row last link.)

Sold by all Druggists and
Directions in 11
Dealers.
languages.

derangement’s

the

“You claim too
much

wan;

i'kick oimuadkts

mani i■ u

No other medicine is so reliable as Ayer’s Cherry I
Pectoral for colds, coughs, and all
;
of the respiratory organs tending toward eonsump- i
lion. In all ordinary wises it is a certain cure, and
it alfords sure relief for the asthmatic and consumptive, even in advanced stages ol’ disease.

home. He soon finds that these home
manufacturers need other things beside
cotton, wool, wheat and corn.
Thev

Tariff Topics.
a

BAC'liAUflE,

BURNS, SUAI.ON,
And all otln*r bodily aches
and pains.

TWO

Derangement
Digestive System.
Sufferers will tiiul relief by the use of

HEADACHE. TOOTHACHE,

Courting a girl is paying her addresses. Marriage is paying for her dresses and all the other tixings.

twenty-live cents, and he pays the cost
of ii emu fact tire, the manufacturer’s profit,
and the profit of the goods besides. He
finds that he is selling “the hide for sixpence and buying hack the tail for a
shilling.’ He resolves to get some one
to make the goods he needs close by his

hi young, ehildi-h. ignorant souls there is
constantly this blind tru-t in some unsliapen
eliatiee ; it is a- ham to a boy or girl to believe
that a great wre|.*hednes- will actually hefali
them, as to beiieve that they will die. [George

or

of

SORE THROAT,
QUINSY, SWELLINGS,
SPRAINS,
Soreness. Cuts, Bruises,
FROSTBITES,

I.
Dr. .L M.

generally induced
by Indigestion, Foul
Stomach, C.'ostivenesB,
Deficient < r< ulation,

Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Lumbago,

«i Fashion Is Queen. Fast, brilliant and fashionable are the Diamond Dye colors. One package
colors 1 to 4 lhs. of goods,
loe. for any color. Get
at druggists. Wells, Biehaidson & Co., Burlington, Yt.

Bangor

HtcaniMhi]) Co.

Are

cures

RHEUMATISM,

twenty

euyi.

m:
IM >11ST
r
.IOII\xO\"*i
'•
V
i; illSt :i lit. :i !!•*' *U.»
hlf'-rt' ll'lri'l i\rt■ f.rtl II.
.u.d will pi.sireli*-ve tli«*s-• terribi-.tivelv cure nine* cases on: ol t n. Information
luat'will save many :iv s sent free by mail,
IV
hon’t d
115“!:fit.
J’r- vel.t :o7j i: better
I. M .1« 11! N
A
tl.au cure.
F-osb-n.

Relieves ami

and

Boston

HEADACHES

FOR PAIN.

Why should people consider electricity dangerous
when those who have investigated this’force make
light of it?

siding

56th TEAR.

GREAT GERMAN
REMEDY

j

«

A tea!

How Watch Cases

Adam's Fall.
Ever since Adam’s fa'l, which subjected human ;
nature to diseases of the llesli, there has been a demaud for a blood purifier. We all realize the fact
that upon the purity and vitality of the biood depend the health and vigor of the whole system, and
that disease of various kinds is often only a sign
that nature is trying to remove the disturbing cause; !
hence a reliable, blood purifier is of greater importance to tile people than is generally supposed.
We
are pleased to say that Hood’s Sarsaparilla bears
unmistakable proof of being this sort of a medi
cine, and we think it worth a trial.

have invited many active business
of various callings to lecture before
them.
Among these was Mr. James
W ood, a practical farinei ofllisco, N. V.,
Barkeepers are the 1» -t mediums for materializwho addressed the students a few evenings since, upon the tariff, treating it ing spirits.
\Yh) continue the u« of remedies that only re
from the standpoint of a farmer.
11 is reof applicalievr, when Eh’.-('ream Bain
marks were so sensible that they deserve tion and a run for Catarrh, Hayplea.-ant
Freer and Cold in
to lie widely read, and carefully consid- Head, can In* had fur one.
Applj Into the nostrils with the linger.
ered.
We copy the following from the
I ran .-ufely recommend Eli'- < ream Balm for : lie
B
*re I
; cure uf * alarrh, Cuid in the brad, rim
report of his lecture :
Let us take an American farmer as the have used the first bottle I purchased I find myseil
euivd. At lime- I eould scarcely smell anvining
representative of his class, who has and had a headache mu -I of the lime Henri
1.1 i.i.i Agent fur the Ain« ri<*an Expre.-s (ji., Gmnd
chiefly cotton and food products to sell. Haven,
Mich.
2ttf
With freights, commissions, insurance
I have u-ed Ei *s Cre.-.m Balm l«>r dry Catarrh,
and waste, his cotton is worth “0 per 1 and found it mu.-t etli< a' iuus. li has proved a < me
in my case. B. 1 M. Weeks, Denver, Colo.
cent, more in Manchester than at home. j
A Kentuekiau -hot and hilled tour men to -tup
Corn is bulky, and on its way to feed the
them from lighting. 111-^ ell'urt- a- a
lu
Manchester operatives run the gauntlet were*crowned with the most gratifying pearem.i
-m
of “corners'’ and other risks, and when
Castoria.
consumed is worth live times more than
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When
( hild, she cried for < a-toria,
she
was
a
where it grew. But when the farmer
When she was a Mi--, she clung t» ( a-toria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
buys back the cotton manufactured into
1 y lb
cloth that corn has gone into the cost of
tin* goods.
Il»* thus pays a dollar or
A foreigner is known by Mu* elieese lie eats, and
more for the cotton he sold for
or an American by the way iie eats it.
ner.

It cannot be too olden repeated,
into tie currency of a proverb,
Hurkc.
i- not to reform.'*

MAKE

Book.

Till:

—

It works like magic, reaching every part of
the human body through the blood, giving to
all romwt d life and energy.
My ri mi. y-m need not take our word.

-V

Owen

F.X-SEORKTARY’S LITERARY STYLE. MRS.
BLAINE'S WASHINGTON LIFE.
j It is now quite certain that Mr. Blaine’s book
rose
will appear early in February, and from what
And set without influence somewhere. Who I learn
the public will not be disappointed in
knows
its literary merits, writes a Washington correWhat earth need- from earth's lowest creature?
spondent* to the Springfield Republican. It
No life
comes to me from a reliable source that the
Can he pure in it- purpose and strong in its
style is more like Macaulay than like any other
strife.
writer
smooth, flowing and fascinating.
And all life not be purer and stronger thereby.
Some of his friends think he ought uot to
The spirits of just men made perfect on high:
out sueh a Book of political history on
bring
The army of martyrs who stand by the throne j the eve of the
presidential campaign, and
And gaze into llie face that makes glorious others
say he cannot give too much care to
their own
tiie work,* and that it will be a mistake to be in
Know this, surely, at last. Honest love, honest
It is evident that Mr.
any haste about it.
sorrow.
Blaine is getting a good deal of enjoyment out
Honest work for the day, honest hope for the of his work, and that
anything else is to him of
morrow:
minor importance. 1 never saw him when he
Are these worth nothing more than the hand
looked better than he does this winter, or
they make weary.
It
when his face wore a happier expression.
The heart they have sadden'd, the life they is true that his hair has whitened, but be
leave dreary?
i» finer looking for this, and his complexion
Hush! the sevenfold heavens to the voice of lias a fresh, healthy tone.
The same may
the spirit
be said of Mrs. Blaine, who is a liner looking
Feho: lie that o'ereometh shall all things in- woman to-day Ilian when she was 15 years
herit.
younger and before her hair had become white.
She lias a stately presence that distinguishes
Is He at the Door ?
her from other women. She is growing old
and every year her manner takes
gracefully,
HY MISS MTI.OCII.
an added gentleness that makes her more atOh! Great Master, are l’hy footsteps
not
tractive.
only to her friends, but to acFv n now upon the mountain-?
quaintances. They live in a comparatively
Art Thou walking in Thy wheat field?
quiet way. seeing friends every evening, giving
Are tin* -now\ winged reape r.small dinner parties, and in no respect are they
beset by crowds of people, as they were
Gathering in the silent air?
Are Thy signs abroad, the glow ing
when in official life. It must be a pleasant,
>1* the distant -ky blood-reddened.
restful eliange. Mrs. Blaine does not have a
And the near fields trodden, blighted.
regular day for receiving, but is at home every
< linked by gaudy lares triumphant?
day at 5 o'eloek. In all the years while Mr.
he
iiarve.-t time!
Blaine wa- in official life. Mrs. Blaine never
sure it mu-t
held a New Year's reception in her own house.
Who shall know the Master's coming?
Whether it he dawn or sunset,
She lias often assisted at the White Mouse on
When night dews weigh down the wheat ears. that day. and possibly lias assisted at other reft
Or while noon rides high in heaven.
ptioiis. but her own bouse was never opened
here on New Year’s day. ller daughter MarSleeping lies the yellow field?
garet is fond of society, and as this is her first
Only may thy voice. Good Master.
Heal above the reaper*'chorus.
winter, enters into tin* gayeties with all the
/•■>t of youth.
And dull sound of sheaves slow falling,
She lias line eyes like her father
•Gatli T all into My garner.
and the strong face of her mother. 1 doubt if
Mrs. Blaine would go much into society if it
For it is My harvest time!”
were
not to accompany her daughter.
The
names of Mr. and Mrs. Blaine were among the
Gems of Thought.
names of guests at the ball given in New York
b\ Mrs. Asfor. when, in fact, they did not go to
M< n are a- cold a- ice to the truth, hot as lire
New York at all. though with many others they
to f dsehood.
La Fontaine.
bad received invitations.
mouth
at
the
of
someDon't open your
-iglit
body el-c'- pie. [Hu-sian Proverb.
Farmers and the Tariff'.
Happy are they who hear their detractions,
rite senior class of Haverl'ord College
and can put them to mending,
ftdiakc-pearc.

3s designed to meet the wants of a large portion f < nr people who are either too poor to
phvMi ian, or are too far removed
employ
ami a still larger class
to « a'by c.di ^
..• ist smk enoi5--.il to require medical
;.
ami y> t are out of sorts and need a
medicine to build them up, give them an appe-;:o. purify ib.-ir blood, ami oil up tb.e m;ichim iv it tiieir bodies soil will do iis duty
willin jv. No other article tak« s hold of the
system and lilts exactly the snot like

ti’

from

No stream from its source
Flows onward, bow lonely soever its course,
Hut what some land is gladden'd. No star ever

Press for Sale.

AND LEVER PRINTING PRESS, bed >*.»S
inches by
inches. Suitable for job work
or taking proofs.
In good order.
Will be sold
cheap. Apply at the
4-tf
JOURNAL OFFICE.

VII

Babbitt Metal tor Machinery.

T^YPE METAL, the best anti-frb *.lon metal for
JL lining machinery boxes, for sale at
iOisff

THE JOURNAL OFF ICE

